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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Much of what have gone into the research and writ ing of “REALSpace 

AKE: An Appreciative Knowledge Environment Architected through Soft 

Systems Methodology and Scenario-Based Design” represents stories of 

personal growth in the related disciplines of software engineering, 

software engineering educat ion, and scholarship of teaching and learning. 

Indeed this growth comes from an assembly of creat ive thoughts and 

approaches developed by pract it ioners and academics. Yet, I have 

modest ly placed others‟ and my ideas on a framework original enough to 

serve as the foundat ion of my contribut ions in the related areas of interest, 

namely, software engineering requirements analysis and system design 

through rationale management . In this thesis, I have chosen to tell the 

story of my academic efforts, spent to understand the role of soft  systems 

methodology (SSM) (Checkland & Scholes, 1999) in contribut ing to the 

scenario-based requirements modeling and analysis of the REALSpace  

(Vat, 2009) denoting the electronic Space for a Rich Environment for 

Act ive Learning. Part icularly, I am interested in how innovat ive 

pedagogic and engineering designs could leverage today‟s Web 

technologies in facilitat ing act ive learning and knowledge sharing in the 

REALSpace, characterized as a learning-centered educat ional environment . 

I shall discuss the important context of a school that learns, known as the 
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professional learning community (PLC) (Dufour & Eaker, 1998), which is 

an instance of the learning organizat ion (LO) (Senge, 1990), and 

introduce the architectural development of a knowledge environment 

characterized as „appreciat ive‟ based on the established paradigm of 

appreciat ive inquiry (AI) (Cooperrider,  1986). This appreciat ive 

knowledge environment (AKE) designed as a const ituent of REALSpace  

comprising different informat ion systems (IS) services, collect ively 

known as the learning organizat ion informat ion systems (LOIS) , is 

intended to support the various act ivit ies of college teaching and learnin g. 

The part icular LOIS subsystem supporting knowledge work is const ituted 

by organizat ional processes involving the respect ive knowledge work. To 

help realize the LO model for the AKE, the thesis explicates on an 

organizat ional modeling and analysis method tailored from soft systems 

methodology (SSM), to produce the peculiar organizat ional models for 

REALSpace and the AKE, as the basis for the subsequent  electronic 

transformation to Web-enable various organizat ional act ivit ies, based on 

the essent ial concerns of the stakeholders for different  organizat ional 

scenarios. The discussion deliberates on the software engineer‟s tasks in 

modeling different user and systems requirements and in prototyping 

suitable IS services for  various knowledge work related to undergraduate 

educat ion. In the subsequent discussion of my thesis, rich pictures will be 

used to illustrate any point of interest, especially as a mechanism for 

visualizing, specifying, and documenting software systems  and the 

organizat ional systems being served. 
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1.2 The Situation of Concerns 

The term software engineering  was coined in 1968 as a response to the 

desolate state of the art of developing quality software on time and within 

budget (Naur & Randell, 1969; Bruegge & Dutoit, 2004). Software 

developers were then not able to set concrete object ives, predict the 

resources necessary to attain those object ives, and manage the customers ‟ 

expectat ions. Today, after more than forty years of accrued experience in 

the field, software engineering is largely reco gnized as the process of 

solving customers‟ problems by the systematic development and 

evolut ion of large, high-quality software systems within cost, time and 

other constraints (Lethbridge & Laganiere, 2005, p.6). Yet, the challenge 

of building and deliver ing useful software systems on t ime within budget  

has been characterized by two words: complexity and change.  To remain 

useful, software systems need to evolve with the users ‟ need and the 

target environment. Oftent imes, software engineers are faced with 

ill-defined problems and part ial solut ions, and have to rely on empirical 

methods to evaluate solut ions (Moran & Carroll, 1996; Brooks, 1995; 

Neumann, 1995; Popper, 1992). Indeed, software systems are complex 

creat ions: they perform many funct ions; they are  built to achieve many 

different, and often conflict ing, objectives. They comprise many 

components; many of their components are custom made and complex 

themselves. Their requirements are complex: they need to be updated 

when errors are discovered and when the developers have a better 

understanding of the applicat ion.  
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1.2.1 Themes of Software Engineering 

More important ly, through the hard work of Tomayko and Hazzan (2004, 

pp.113-124) and Bruegge and Dutoit (2004, pp.5-10), software 

engineering, is also recognized as a mult i-faceted discipline st ill in its 

youth and evolut ion. In the context of this thesis research, software 

engineering as a mult i-faceted discipline,  is perceived as a modeling 

act ivity, as a problem-solving act ivity, as a knowledge acquisit ion 

act ivity, and as a rat ionale-driven act ivity:  

 

 Software engineering is a modeling activity : Software engineers 

deal with complexity through modeling, by focusing at any one 

time on only the relevant details. In the course of development,  

software engineers build many different models of the system and 

of the applicat ion domain.  

 Software engineering is a problem-solving activity: Models are 

used to search for an acceptable solut ion. This search is driven by 

experimentat ion. Software engineers do not have infinite resources 

and are constrained by budget and deadlines. Given the lack of a 

fundamental theory as in natural sciences, they often have to rely 

on empirical methods to evaluate the benefits of different 

alternat ives.  

 Software engineering is a knowledge acquisition activity : In 

modeling the applicat ion and solut ion domain, software engineers 

collect data, organize it into informat ion, and formalize it into 

knowledge. This process of knowledge acquisit ion is not sequent ial 
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as a single piece of addit ional data can invalidate earlier modeling 

efforts. 

 Software engineering is a rationale-driven activity: When 

acquiring knowledge and making decisions about the system or its 

applicat ion domain, software engineers also need to capture the 

context in which decisions were made and the rationale behind the 

decisions. Rat ionale informat ion, represented as a set of issue 

models enables software engineers to understand the implicat ion of 

a proposed change when revising a decision.  

 

In the context of my thesis research and writ ing, I have tried to make 

explicit the above mult i-faceted implicit act ivit ies of software 

engineering when they are applied to invest igate the domain of 

learning-centered higher educat ion, exploring the requirements behind the 

REALSpace AKE  environment, whose aspiration is described as follows, 

from a teacher-researcher‟s perspect ive in the area of software 

engineering educat ion:  

 

1.2.2 Background of Thesis Research 

In universit ies and colleges sailing into the 21st century of the knowledge 

economy, the essence of teaching qualit y can occasionally feel 

overwhelming. To achieve excellence in teaching as an inst itute, or to 

become a good teacher as an individual, it  is convinced that we first need 

to understand our students‟ experiences of learning . To improve our 

teaching, we need to apply evidence from research into student learning. 
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It is technically difficult to arrive at any right answer to the quest ion of 

how to teach students better. My experience as a teacher in the past 18 

years shows there are solut ions that may work better or worse for each 

individual teacher, each department, each university and each group of 

students. The motivat ion behind my conceiving the REALSpace is to help 

teachers and students find their own way through reason comb ined with 

intuit ion, in the context of designing suitable technology-enhanced 

learning experiences as user-part icipants of a virtual learning and 

knowledge environment.  The basic premise of my explorat ion is that we 

can improve our teaching by studying our students‟ learning. And by the 

word „learning‟, I mean to render the opportunit ies and possibilit ies to 

change the ways in which students understand, or experience, or 

conceptualize the world around them, including the concepts and methods 

that are characterist ic of the field of learning in which they are studying.  

Accordingly, the vital competences in academic disciplines and the 

applicat ion of knowledge lie in understanding. By understanding, I mean 

the way in which students apprehend and discern phenome na related to 

the subject in a way that is helpful for solving real problems. Learning 

that involves a change in understanding implies and includes a facility 

with a subject‟s techniques and an ability to remember its details. These 

skills become embedded in our knowledge during the slow process of 

changing our understanding of a topic, as anyone who will reflect on their 

own learning will recognize. In university educat ion, the idea of learning 

lies in a qualitat ive change in a person‟s view of reality: fa cts and skills  

are by no means the opposite of understanding, but they are of litt le use 
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without it . Thereby, the aim of teaching is to make student learning 

possible. Our teaching should involve attempts to change students‟ 

understanding so that they begin to conceptualize phenomena and ideas in 

the way we as academics want them to understand. The design philosophy 

of REALSpace is to help improve university teaching through encouraging 

academic staff to reason about what they do and why they do it. The key 

rests on the proposit ion that higher education will benefit if those who 

teach inquire into the effects of their act ivit ies on their students‟ learning.  

To teach is to make an assumption about what and how the student learns; 

therefore, to teach well impl ies learning about students‟ learning. Good 

teaching involves striving cont inually to learn about students‟ 

understanding and the effects of teaching on it. Thereby, changes in how 

we think about and experience teaching are crucial to improvements in 

higher educat ion. Yet, improving the quality of teaching requires 

intervent ion at several different levels of the enterprise of higher 

educat ion. The level of the individual academic is an important point of 

influence, but it  is not the only one. To achieve cha nge in the qualit y of 

teaching and learning, we ought to look carefully at the environment in 

and with which a teacher works and the system of ideas which that 

environment represents. This means an emphasis on teams, curricula,  

courses and departments, as well as on individual academics. The highest 

point of intervent ion is the inst itution itself. What understanding of 

teaching is evident in its public statements and its internal procedures? 

To what extent does it vigorously promote teaching that will lead to 

learning of high quality? A dist inct ive characterist ic of professionals is 
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that they retain theoretical and empirical knowledge on which to base 

their act ivit ies. Teaching includes the aims of a course, the methods of 

present ing the knowledge those aims embody, assessing students‟ 

achievement and evaluat ing the effect iveness of the whole process.  

Indeed, changing students‟ approaches to the subject matter they learn is 

the key to improving their learning: in turn, the key to improving 

teaching is changing the way in which the process is understood by its 

pract it ioners. Professional teachers in higher educat ion should never lose 

sight of the primacy of their goals for student learning; they listen to and 

learn from their students; they constant ly evaluate their own performance. 

They understand that teaching is about making it possible for students to 

learn; they succeed in integrat ing educat ional theory and shrewd 

classroom knowledge. In the context of my thesis research in software 

engineering, this brief discussion on the situation of concerns provides an 

essent ial problem space to direct my rat ionale-driven design of suitable 

IS services in REALSpace to enhance the scholarship of teaching and 

learning in higher educat ion.  

 

1.3 Research Context 

If software engineering could be conceived as a mult i-faceted discipline 

covering such act ivit ies as modeling, problem-solving, knowledge 

acquisit ion, and rat ionale management  (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2004), then 

the research context behind the invest igat ion of REALSpace and its AKE 

environment, could also be conceived in terms of such act ivit ies. Indeed, 

the implicit contribut ions of Soft Systems Methodology (SSM)  
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(Checkland & Poulter, 2010, 2006) , to be made explicit in the body of 

this thesis, are quite consistent with the theme of these software 

engineering act ivit ies (see Chapter 6 of this thesis) : namely, it  is a 

modeling act ivity, capable of being a generic problem solving technique, 

intended to acquire knowledge of the problem situat ion, with the aim to 

improve the same through rendering some systemically feasible and 

culturally desirable means, based on rationale -driven discussion of the 

issues involved. 

 

1.3.1 Modeling 

Modeling is widely considered as one of the basic methods of scient ific 

inquiry. A model is an abstract representat ion of a system that enables us 

to answer quest ions about the system (say, a real-world phenomenon). In 

fact, models are useful when dealing with systems that are too large 

(solar system), too small (a system of atoms), or too complicated (a 

society of human beings). Models allow us to visualize and understand 

systems that either too expensive to experience firsthand, or that are only 

claimed to exist. Tradit ionally, a dist inction is made between natural 

sciences and social sciences to dist ingu ish between two major types of 

systems: the former is to understand nature and its sub-systems, while the 

latter is to understand human beings. Herbert Simon (1970) coined the 

term sciences of the artificial  to describe the sciences that deal with 

artificial systems (man-made systems): Whereas natural and social 

sciences have been around for centuries, the sciences of the art ificial are 

recent: for example, the science of understanding computer systems 
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(computer science) is an example of the sciences of the  artificial. In 

pract ice, systems modeling deals with two types of ent it ies: the 

real-world system, observed in terms of a set of phenomena, and the 

applicat ion domain model, represented as a set of interdependent 

concepts, describing those aspects of the real-world system that are 

relevant to the problem under considerat ion. In the context of software 

engineering, software engineers need to understand the environment (the 

domain) in which the software system has to operate. For example, a train 

traffic control system requires of the software engineers to know train 

signaling procedures, whereas a stock trading system, the trading rules.  

In either case, the software engineers do not need to become an expert in 

the specific domain of interest, but they need to learn the applicat ion 

domain concepts that are relevant to the system.  In other terms, they need 

to learn enough to build a model of the applicat ion domain. So, modeling 

could actually be conceived as a process of inquiry to gather enough 

knowledge so as to construct the necessary systems model(s) under 

considerat ion.  

 

1.3.2 Problem Solving 

Problem-solving is an engineering act ivity. On ident ifying a problem, 

engineers search for an appropriate solut ion, often by trial and error, 

evaluat ing alternat ives empirically, with limited resources and incomplete 

knowledge. In its simplest form, the engineering method of problem 

solving includes five steps (Hitchins, 2007; Wilson, 1990):  
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1. Formulate the problem 

2. Analyze the problem 

3. Search for solut ions 

4. Decide on the appropriate solut ion 

5. Specify the solut ion 

 

In this light, software engineering is an engineering act ivity: it  is not 

always algorithmic, requiring experimentation, the plausible reuse of 

pattern solut ions, and often the incremental evolut ion of the system 

toward a solut ion that is acceptable to the client(s). In the context of 

object-oriented software development (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2004; 

Lethbridge & Laganiere, 2005; Sigfried, 1996; Jacobson, Christerson, 

Jonsson, & Overgaard, 1992), the software engineering development  

act ivit ies typically include: requirements elicitat ion, analysis, system 

design, object design, and implementation. During requirements 

elicitat ion and analysis, software engineers formulate the problem with 

the client and build the applicat ion domain model. Requirements 

elicitat ion and analysis correspond to steps 1 and 2 of the engineering 

method above. During system design, software engineers analyze the 

problem, break it down into smaller pieces, and select general strategies 

for designing the system. During object design, software engineers select 

detail solut ions for each piece and decide on the most appropriate 

solut ion. System design and object design result in the solut ion domain 

model. System design and object des ign correspond to steps 3 and 4 of 

the engineering method. During implementat ion, software engineers 
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realize the system by translat ing the solution domain model into an 

executable representation. Implementat ion corresponds to step 5 of the 

engineering method. Yet, what makes so ftware engineering different from 

problem solving in other sciences or engineering disciplines (mechanical 

or civil) is that often change occurs in the applicat ion and the solut ion 

domain while the problem is being solved.  Indeed, it  is the intent ion of 

this thesis to make explicit that software development should include 

act ivit ies whose purpose is to  evaluate the appropriateness of the 

respect ive models created to understand the problems at hand. This is 

done through making explicit the implicit  contribut ions of SSM during 

analysis and design reviews, to compare the applicat ion domain model 

and the solut ion domain model with the client ‟s reality, which in turn 

might change as a result of modeling based on craft ing specific 

organizat ional scenarios of purposeful human act ivit ies.  

 

1.3.3 Knowledge Acquisition 

Knowledge acquisit ion is an inquiry-based activity installed to acquire 

knowledge needed to accomplish a specific  goal in system development, 

such as to develop a system model (Milton, 2007). It is largely not a 

linear process, in a sense that in any inquiry efforts (e.g., requirements 

analysis), the addit ion of a new piece of informat ion may invalidate all 

the knowledge we have acquired for the understanding of a system. It is 

understood in requirements management that even if we had already 

secured such an understanding in documents and code, we must be 

mentally prepared to start from scratch. This has important implicat ions 
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on the set of act ivit ies and their interact ions we define to develop the 

software systems. For example, issue-based development attempts to 

remove the linearity effect by ident ifying any yet -to-be-resolved issues in 

any development activity (analysis, design, and implementat ion) which 

can influence any other act ivity, since they are o ften executed in parallel.  

Yet, the difficulty with such a non-sequent ial development model remains: 

namely, it  is quite difficult to manage.  

 

1.3.4  Rationale Management 

Rat ionale management is an important activity in software engineering  

(Burge, Carroll, McCall, & Mistrik, 2008; Dutoit, McCall, Mistrik, & 

Paech, 2006). A rationale is the just ification of decisions. Given a 

decision, it s rat ionale includes the problem that it  addresses, the 

alternat ives that developers considered, the criteria that develo pers used 

to evaluate the alternat ives, the debate developers went through to 

achieve consensus, and the decision. Rationale is the most important 

informat ion developers need when changing the system. If a criterion 

changes, developers can re-evaluate all decisions that depend on this 

criterion. If a new alternat ive becomes available, it  can be compared with 

all the other alternat ives that were already evaluated. If a decision is 

quest ioned, they can recover its rationale to just ify it. However, rationale 

is also the most complex informat ion developers deal with during 

development, and thus, the most difficult to update and maintain. To deal 

with this challenge, the contribut ions from Soft Systems Methodology 

(SSM) capture rationale in the form of root defin it ions and conceptual 
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models, as well as some form of rational discussion leading to 

systemically feasible and cultural desirable change for system 

development. It is argued that without SSM, when asked to explain a 

decision, developers may have to spend a substant ial amount of t ime 

recovering its rat ionale. In order to deal with changing systems, it  is 

convinced that software engineers must address the challenges of 

capturing and accessing rationale. With SSM, the organizat ional 

modeling and analysis effor ts could help meet this challenge by 

producing rationales in the form of organizational models as the basis to 

just ify any computing-oriented decisions. 

 

1.4 Research Problem 

The problem statement to formulate my thesis is developed from the 

research theme as follows: REALSpace AKE: An Appreciative Knowledge 

Environment Architected through Soft  Systems Methodology and 

Scenario-Based Design. Namely, I am going to discuss a scenario-based 

approach to conceive (analyze, design and prototype) an appreciat ive 

knowledge environment  (AKE) named under REALSpace for some target 

participants (users) referred to as professional learning communit ies 

(PLC). And I am to present my work from the perspect ive of soft systems 

methodology (SSM). To use the terms of Software Engineering, the 

requirements analysis and system design of REALSpace is based on a 

series of scenario-based modeling act ivit ies to put into perspect ive the 

user requirements and feedback of user experience. The models derived 

are intended as ways of thinking about reality. In particular, modeling is 
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considered as an intellectual construct based on the concept that all 

individuals (students, teachers, and educat ional execut ives) within 

organized groups (in an inst itute of higher educat ion) are act ing to try t o 

achieve some purpose (though not necessarily the same purpose , such as 

teaching, learning, researching, collaborating, and managing). Thereby, 

useful models can be derived that characterize purposeful human 

act ivit ies based on which the analysis and design of REALSpace could be 

performed. More precisely, different models should represent a 

descript ion of what has to be done (as a set of interlinked services) to 

achieve some prescribed purpose. Accordingly, it  is important to define 

the purpose to be achieved by the act ivit ies within the model. In the 

context of SSM, this is to define the root definit ion (RD) of REALSpace, 

as a way of trying to capture the essence (root) of the purpose to be 

served. The conceptual models (CMs) developed from RDs will contain 

not only the act ivit ies expressed through verbs in the imperat ive, but also 

the logical dependencies between act ivit ies. They have the characterist ics 

of systems (Wilson, 1990), and are termed Human Activity Systems  (HAS) 

in the thesis. This label is useful because it describes what the model is.  

It is a system of act ivit ies that could be undertaken by human operators. 

The important step in developing a concept of a HAS therefore is to 

select some purposes that are believed to be relevant to the real-world 

situat ion under invest igat ion. Yet, constructing a definit ion of purpose, 

which is what the RD is seeking to, requires a particular structure.  At its 

core, according to (Checkland & Scholes, 1999), a RD describes a 

transformation process, T, which is always explicit and is given by the 
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main verb of the RD. Another essent ial element in a RD is a variable 

often considered as a component of perception and denoted by the letter 

W with its origin from the German word Weltanschauung, which literally 

translates as „world view‟. There has been much discussion of an 

academic nature concerning W and the various ways it has been, or might 

be, interpreted (Davis, 1989; Checkland & Davies, 1986) but perhaps the 

most practical way it can be introduced with a RD is as a belief that is 

associated with the words within the RD definit ion.  It is a value judgment  

about the acceptability of the purpose as a real-world act ivity. To ensure 

a proper formulat ion of the concepts used within a RD, a mnemonic 

device developed by (Smyt h & Checkland, 1976) has become handy and 

useful. It is called CATWOE, represent ing the following elements of 

interest in a root definit ion:  

 

 T – Transformation process described either as an input-output conversion or 

the process itself 

 W – Weltanschauung, practically interpreted as the statement of belief within the 

RD 

 C – Customer, the recipient of the output of the transformation process 

 A – Actors, individuals who would do the activities in the resultant conceptual 

model if they were to map onto reality 

 O – Owner, a wider-system stakeholder with the authority over the system 

defined, with a concern for the performance of the system 

 E – Environmental constraints external to the system defined, which are taken to 

be significant 
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The chosen intellectual construct for all SSM-driven analysis is to derive 

a properly formulated RD that is essent ial in the development of some 

purposeful act ivity models of HAS. One of the major funct ions of the 

CATWOE mnemonic is that, if used properly, it  provides a mechanism 

for testing the RD and ensuring that the words chosen are as precise as 

possible and that they represent the best choice of meaning for 

represent ing user requirements and systems design.  It is the RD that leads 

to the CM and against which it can be defended. The relat ionship between 

the RD and the CM is a being-doing pair: the former tells what the system 

is, whereas the latter tells what the system must do to be the one defined.  

Typically, the RD formulat ion process is driven by the situat ion o f 

concerns and the total intellectual structure into which the RD/CM pair 

fit . In the context of REALSpace, the root definit ion, which const itutes 

the essence of the problem statement in the thesis research, is formulated 

as follows:  

 

1.4.1 Root Definitions for REALSpace 

One RD per system Definition 

HAS-01 with RD01 
REALSpace 

A university-owned system, operated by skilled professionals, which, 
under the initiative of learning-centered education (LCE), develops and 
maintains a virtual space of learning, called REALSpace (Rich 
Environment for Active Learning Space) for teachers and students, by 
applying Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) and using the virtual 
organizing strategy, in order to contribute to students‟ meaningful 
learning in relation to curriculum development, and the 
learning-teaching-assessing (LTA) processes of college education. 

HAS-02 with RD02 
REALSpace AKE 

An appreciative knowledge environment (AKE), owned by the 
university, and operated by teachers, students, and administrators, which, 
under the LCE initiative, improves the quality of teaching by applying in 
the curriculum different effective educational practices such as learning 
communities, group-based project work and outcomes-based LTA, 
supported by various learning organization information systems (LOIS) 
services rendered available through REALSpace, in order to produce 
students‟ meaningful learning. 

HAS-03 with RD03 A system, owned by the university, and operated by teachers, students, 
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REALSpace 
AKE(PLC) 

and administrators, which, under the LCE initiative, nurtures, develops 
and facilitates learning communities, by using different AKE-based 
LOIS support rendered available through REALSpace AKE in order to 
induce student engagement in meaningful learning. 

HAS-04 with RD04 
REALSpace 
AKE(GPW) 

A system, owned by the university, and operated by teachers, students, 
and administrators, which, under the LCE initiative, nurtures, develops, 
and facilitates group-based project work among students, by using 
different AKE-based LOIS support rendered available through 
REALSpace AKE, in order to enable students‟ achievement of intended 
learning outcomes 

HAS-05 with RD05 
REALSpace 
AKE(LTA) 

A system, owned by the university, and operated by teachers, students, 
and administrators, which, under the LCE initiative, nurtures, develops 
and facilitates outcomes-based learning, teaching, and assessment (LTA) 
processes, by using different AKE-based LOIS support rendered 
available through REALSpace AKE, in order to produce evidences of 
students‟ meaningful learning through shaping and delivering a 
learning-centered college curriculum. 

 

The specific CATWOE elements associated with the preceding RDs can be 

deliberated as follows: 

Elements HAS-01 HAS-02 HAS-03 HAS-04 HAS-05 

C Students and 
teachers 

Students and 
teachers 

Students and 
teachers 

Students and 
teachers 

Students and 
teachers 

A Teachers, 
students, and 
skilled 
professionals 

Teachers, 
students, and 
administrators 

Teachers, 
students, and 
administrators 

Teachers, 
students, and 
administrators 

Teachers, 
students, and 
administrators 

T Apply SSM 
and virtual 
organizing 
strategy 

Apply 
different 
effective 
educational 
practices, such 
as learning 
communities, 
group-based 
project work, 
and 
outcomes-base
d assessment 
with LOIS 
support from 
REALSpace 

Apply 
AKE-based 
LOIS support 
from 
REALSpace 

Apply 
AKE-based 
LOIS support 
from 
REALSpace 

Apply 
AKE-based 
LOIS support 
from 
REALSpace 

W REALSpace, 
developed 
through SSM 
and virtual 
organizing, 
can 
contribute to 
students‟ 
meaningful 
learning 

Improved 
quality of 
teaching, in 
the form of 
different 
educational 
practices 
supported 
through the 
REALSpace 
AKE, can 
produce 
students‟ 
meaningful 
learning 

Learning 
communities, 
supported 
through the 
REALSpace 
AKE, can 
induce student 
engagement in 
meaningful 
learning 

Group-based 
project work, 
supported 
through the 
REALSpace 
AKE, can 
enable 
students‟ 
achievement 
of intended 
learning 
outcomes 

Outcomes-bas
ed LTA 
processes, 
supported 
through the 
REALSpace 
AKE, can 
contribute to  
evidence-base
d learning for 
students 

O University University University University University 
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E University 
culture and 
norms in 
curriculum 
development, 
and the LTA 
procedures 

University 
culture and 
norms in 
curriculum 
development, 
and the LTA 
procedures 

University 
culture and 
norms in 
curriculum 
development, 
and the LTA 
procedures 

University 
culture and 
norms in 
curriculum 
development, 
and the LTA 
procedures 

University 
culture and 
norms in 
curriculum 
development, 
and the LTA 
procedures 

    C for customers; A for actors; T for transformation; W for worldview;  

    O for owners; E for environmental constraints 

 

1.4.2  Line of Defensible Logic 

To produce a model as a representat ive descript ion of an organizat ional 

unit (of whatever scale), it  is necessary to describe its basic purpose; 

namely, what it  is trying to achieve and a lso what it  must be doing (in 

terms of its business processes) to be successful in realizing that purpose. 

Oftent imes, depending upon what is taken to be a statement of basic 

purpose, a particular set of business processes will be determined. A 

different set will be obtained for a different choice of purpose. Given the 

range of mult iple concepts in the heads of people, there will be mult iple 

views about the basic purpose and hence about necessary business 

processes. Indeed, it  is often the case that when concerned with 

describing the real world of human act ivity, unique, valid and 

non-content ious descript ions of reality are not readily available. To make 

progress in analysis of this kind, it  is necessary to make and to maintain a 

dist inct ion between „the rea l world‟, which is complex, messy and 

contains people, and the intellectual process of „thinking about the real 

world‟, which can be simple, precise and defensible. Thereby, models (of 

any kind) are hereby rendered as not descriptions of the real world but as 

descript ions of ways of thinking about the real world.  The research in this 

thesis can be defined as the issues that exist in the pract ice of HAS 
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modeling that become the concerns behind the domain-specific 

scenario-based analysis, systems design and prototyping for the 

REALSpace. In particular, the research invest igat ion begins with the 

following root definit ion and CATWOE analysis  generic enough to tackle 

the situat ion of concerns to be elaborated in the body of the thesis:  

 

RD: A system owned by O and operated by A, to do P by Q in order to 

contribute to achieving R (i.e., requirements of C) within the constraints 

E. 

CATWOE Elements: 

T – to do P 

W – doing Q will lead to the completion of P in order to achieve R 

C – customers with requirements as the beneficiary of the transformation process 

A – actors with the capability of doing the required activities 

E – constraints under which the system is to operate 

O – owner of the wider system 

 

Namely, the modeling starts by installing the act ivit ies to do Q, and then 

by refining act ivit ies and allocat ing the same to A to ensure that these 

lead to the complet ion of P in meet ing the requirements of C (i.e., the 

achievement of R), within the constraints of E, under the monitoring 

act ion of O.  

 

1.5 Research Concerns 

According to my discussion so far, I am yet to provide the background of 
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the terms used in the root definit ion for exploring REALSpace:  

professional learning community (PLC), appreciat ive knowledge 

environment (AKE), outcomes-based assessment  (OBA),  

learning-centered educat ion (LCE) and virtual organizing, to describe 

what connotations they are to contribute to my thesis research. Indeed, 

each of these terms represents an important concern to be elaborated in 

the research of REALSpace, and it is hereby debriefed as follows. 

 

1.5.1  Professional Learning Community (PLC) 

The idea behind the context of a professional learning community (PLC) 

is this: How can a school become a place where all members of the staff 

are learning, growing, and working to increase  student achievement? In 

my invest igat ion, the answer lies in two important practices: systems 

thinking and cont inuous improvement . Systems thinking involve 

understanding phenomena (most ly human endeavors) bound by invisible 

fabrics of interrelated act ions that often take t ime to fully play out their 

effects on one another. Nonetheless, a system is often interpreted as a 

perceived whole whose elements hang together because they cont inually 

affect one another over time and operate toward a common purpose. 

Indeed, systems thinking considered as a conceptual framework, oriented 

to looking at the interrelatedness of forces,  and seeing them as part of a 

common process, makes understandable the subt lest aspect of the school 

that learns – the shift of mind from seeing ourselves as separate from the 

world to connected to the world where people are cont inually discovering 

how they create their reality, and how they change it. Cont inuous 
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improvement, a mantra in the domain of education, simply means an 

unwavering commitment to progress. What are much more complex, 

however, is what the part icular innovat ions should be, why they are 

necessary, and how they can be achieved. When cont inuous improvement 

becomes embedded in a system‟s culture, it  funct ions as “the guiding 

force that keeps the schools on target in an uncompromising quest for 

quality at every corner of the campus” (Abbott, 1998, p.25).  The 

experience of the shifts in thinking that are necessary to transform a 

school into a PLC could be modeled as a cycle of steps in cont inuous 

improvement, examples of which include: 1) Ident ify core beliefs; 2) 

Create a shared vision; 3) Use data to determine gaps between the current 

realit y and the shared vision; 4) Ident ify the innovat ions that will most  

likely close the gaps; 5) Develop and implement an act ion plan; and 6) 

Endorse collect ive accountability.  These issues represent relevant 

concerns in the analysis and design of REALSpace, in the process of 

requirements modeling and systems prototyping.  

 

1.5.2  Appreciative Knowledge Environment (AKE) 

In the context of this thesis research, the idea of AKE is based on the 

foundat ion of appreciat ive inquiry (AI)  (Cooperrider, 1986), a well 

established paradigm of posit ive change in the field of organizat ion 

development. This word “appreciat ive” is derived from its noun form of 

“appreciat ion” carrying with it the recognit ion of the quality, significance, 

or magnitude of people and things, and a judgment or opinion, especially 

a favorable one, as well as an expression of grat itude according to The 
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American Heritage Dict ionary of the English Language, Fourth Edit ion. 

Therefore, appreciat ion is feeling validated for our opinion, our efforts, 

and the unique qualit ies we bring to bear on a situat ion. In appreciat ive 

inquiry, there is a deliberate action of select ivity and judgment. The 

inquirer is choosing to look at some st imuli intent ly and in the process 

see them more fully. Interest ingly, when changing the way we perceive a 

new situat ion, we have the power to keep clear of the deficit t hinking that 

is inherent in an organizat ion, though the way we are trained most ly 

makes it easy to focus on the negat ive and what is not working in a 

situat ion. Yet, it  may seem simple and obvious that people who 

appreciate one another in the workplace wil l have a better working 

relat ionship than those who have an adversarial relat ionship. To this end, 

the discussion presented in the thesis is organized around story-telling a 

community-centered approach of collaborat ive learning (Hemlin, Allwood, 

& Mart in, 2004) in which developing a culture of appreciat ive knowledge 

sharing and creat ion from the perspect ive of appreciat ive inquiry, has the 

generat ive potent ial conducive to the enhanc ment of student learning.  

 

1.5.3  Outcomes-Based Assessment (OBA) 

The idea behind the context of outcomes-based assessment is the 

fundamental quest ion, “What did the student learn?” It is closely related 

to the growing concerns about the quality of higher educat ion. It is about 

building shared responsibility for student learning  through some 

collaborat ive analysis of student works. It requires that faculty come 

together to determine what curricular and course outcomes should be. It 
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is important that teachers and students are part of an educat ional system 

in which each part affects the behaviors and properties of the whole. In 

coming together to contemplate their collective impact – something that 

most had previously been taken for granted, carried out privately, and 

seen litt le reason to improve, increasingly more faculty members have 

realized that much college teaching could have been improved by decades 

of research on human learning. In particular, we are aware today that 

students learn more if we set high expectations for them; engage them 

act ively in their learning; provide oppo rtunit ies for them to interact in 

connect ion with their work with faculty and with other students; and 

assess their progress often, providing t imely feedback.  

 

1.5.4  Learning-Centered Education (LCE) 

The idea behind the context  of learning-centered educat ion is the 

fundamental quest ion, “What do we know about learning that implicates 

teaching?” It focuses attent ion squarely on learning: namely, what the 

student is learning, how the student is learning, the condit ions under 

which the student is learning, and how current learning posit ions the 

student for future learning. Despite the widespread interest in student  

learning today, few resources ident ify the things a teacher should do if 

instruct ion is to promote learning. We need resources that set out to 

teachers who want to promote learning what to do about attendance, 

assignments, tests, papers, lecturing, group work, classroom management, 

content, and grades. By learning-centered educat ion, I mean to seek an 

answer to this quest ion: What should teachers do in order to maximize 
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learning outcomes for their students?  To make teaching more 

learning-centered, my efforts with REALSpace need to be invest igated in 

the context of what is known and what others have experienced.  When 

instruct ion is learning-centered, the spotlight moves from teacher to 

student; namely, the act ion focuses on what students (not teachers) are 

doing. This learning-centered orientat ion accepts, cult ivates, and builds 

on the ult imate responsibilit y students have for learning. Teachers cannot 

do it for students. Teachers may set the stage, and help out during 

rehearsals, but then it is up to students to perform, and when they do 

learn, it  is the student, not the teacher, who should receive accolades.  

 

1.5.5  Virtual Organizing for Learning and Research University 

The idea of virtual organizing, attributed to Venkatraman and Henderson 

(1998), can be considered as a method of operat ionalizing a professional 

learning community (PLC), dynamically assembling and disassembling 

nodes on a network of people or groups of people, to meet the demands of 

a part icular learning context. This term emerged in response to the 

concept of virtual organizat ion, which appeared in the literature around 

the late twent ieth century (Byrne, Brandt, & Port 1993; Cheng 1996; 

Davidow, & Malone 1992; Goldman, Nagel, & Preiss 1995; Hedberg, 

Dahlgren, Hansson, & Olve 1997). There are two main assert ions 

associated with virtual organizing. First, virtual organizat ion should not 

be considered as a dist inct structure such as a network organizat ion in an 

extreme and far-reaching form (Jagers, Jansen, & Steenbakkers 1998), but 

virtualit y is a strategic characterist ic applicable to every organizat ion. 
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Second, informat ion technology (IT) is a powerful enabler of the crit ical 

requirements for effect ive virtual organizing. In pract ice, virtual 

organizing helps emphasize the ongoing process nature of the 

organizat ion, and it presents a framework of achieving virtuality in terms 

of three dist inct yet interdependent vectors: virtual encounter  for 

organizat ion-wide interact ions, virtual sourcing for intellectual asset 

configurat ion, and virtual expert ise for knowledge leverage. The 

challenge of virtual organizing is to integrate the three hitherto separate 

vectors into an interoperable IT plat form that supports and shapes the 

new organizat ional init iat ive, paying attention to the internal consistency 

across the three vectors. 

 

1.5.6  Significance in Software Engineering 

The background of the problem statement indicates why I care to conduct 

this study in the context of software engineering. Nonetheless, it  is 

important for the reader to know what is unique and different from 

previous research. Namely, the problem research in the selected domain 

must fulfill an indicated need for further advanceme nt of previous 

research. In the context of REALSpace servicing, through the provision of 

an appreciat ive knowledge environment,  the university as a professional 

learning community, which pract ices learning-centered educat ion, with an 

emphasis on outcomes-based assessment, in order to produce student 

learning, requirements analysis of the organizat ional system(s) to be 

served, becomes foremost important before any system design and 

prototyping of the system to serve, could ever be conceived and realized.  
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Yet, the degree of variety in real-world problems is enormous, and it is 

helpful to see them as lying within a spectrum which extends from „hard‟ 

to „soft‟. There are a number of ways in which „hard‟ and „soft‟ can be 

defined but the definit ion adopted could be in terms of the degree of 

agreement about what the problem is among the particular populat ion of 

individuals to whom the problem is of concern. Thereby, the design of a 

piece of software to meet a given specification is considered as a hard 

problem (as long as the specificat ion is „a given‟) whereas the 

specificat ion of informat ion and interaction requirements to meet 

organizat ional needs is considered as a soft problem part icularly if the 

needs as specified by potent ial users are at odds with those requ ired to 

support the organizat ion. At the hard end of the problem spectrum, the 

specific methodology applicable to solve the problem, and attributed to 

convent ional software systems engineering (SSE)  (Checkland, 1999; 

Thayer, 2002), could include the following stages, with stages (2) and (3) 

involving possible iterat ion: 1) Define the problem; 2) Assemble the 

appropriate techniques; 3) Use techniques to derive possible solut ions; 4) 

Select most suitable solut ion; 5) Implement the solut ion. At the soft end 

of the problem spectrum, the first of the above stages „Define the 

problem‟ is itself problematic because it usually depends upon who 

defines it. Given that there will usually be a number of people concerned 

with or involved in the problem, there will be a number of legit imate 

definit ions. Thus, soft systems methodology (SSM) (Checkland & 

Scholes, 1999) usually starts by defining, not a problem, but a situat ion 

that is problematic. And the methodology applicable to solve the soft 
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problem could include the fol lowing stages with stages (3), (4), and (5) 

involving possible iterat ion: 1) Define the situat ion that has provoked 

concerns; 2) Express the situat ion of concerns; 3) Select concepts that 

may be relevant; 4) Assemble concepts into an intellectual structure ; 5) 

Use this structure to explore the situat ion; 6) Define changes to the 

situat ion (i.e., problems to be tackled or challenges to be explored); 7) 

Implement change processes. In SSE, the techniques comprise both the 

concepts and the structure, and they are typically well defined. In SSM, 

the concepts and the structure are independent and need to be specified 

separately. This may involve greater iterat ion around the stages indicated 

as progress is made in learning about the situat ion through such act ivit ies 

as modeling, problem solving, knowledge acquisit ion, and rationale 

management. Accordingly, it  is the aim of this thesis to make explicit the 

implicit contribut ions of SSM to provide a flexible and customized 

approach to requirements analysis through organizat ional modeling, 

unique in its contextual inquiry, and adaptable into mainstream software 

engineering development act ivit ies, in the architect ing of REALSpace and 

the AKE environment.  

 

1.6 Research Methods 

The research approach followed in this thesis comes close to action 

research (Koshy, 2005; Costello, 2003; Cunningham, 1993). The linking 

of the terms action and research highlights the essent ial feature of the 

method: trying out ideas in pract ice as a means of improvement and as a 

means of increasing knowledge (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1982). It is an 
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iterat ive research process involving my respect ive roles as teacher 

researcher and software pract it ioners act ing together in a part icular cycle 

of act ivit ies, including problem diagnoses, action intervent ion , and 

reflect ive learning. Many of today‟s software systems are perceived to be 

difficult to learn and awkward to use; they often change our activit ies in 

ways that we do not need or want. The problem lies in the software 

development method. Oftent imes, software designers have to face 

convoluted networks of trade-off and inter-dependence, the need to 

coordinate and integrate the contribut ions of many kinds of experts, and 

the potential of unintended impacts on people and their social inst itut ions.  

It has been observed that tradit ional approaches to software development  

seek to control the complexity and fluidity of design through techniques 

that filters the informat ion considered, and weakly decompose the 

problems to be solved. The main purpose of act ion research is to bring 

about an improvement in pract ice. It is a useful approach to associate 

research with pract ice and vice versa, because it is about taking act ion 

(participat ing in projects), and it is about reflect ion (analyzing and 

learning from act ion, as well as enhancing the next line of act ion using 

lessons learned). 

 

1.6.1 Adopting Scenario-Based Design 

In the context of interact ion design, scenario-based design approach 

(Carroll, 1995; 2000) seeks to exploit the complexity and fluidity of 

design by trying to learn more about the concrete elements of the problem 

situat ion. A scenario is developed as a story about people carrying out an 
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act ivity, and a problem scenario is a story about the problem domain, as 

it  exists prior to technology introduct ion.  John Carroll characterizes 

scenarios as concrete stories about use through which software architects 

could envision and facilitate new ways of doing things and new things to 

do. Specifically, scenarios provide a vocabulary for coordinat ing the 

central tasks of systems development – understanding people‟s needs,  

envisioning new act ivit ies and technologies, designing effect ive systems 

and software, and drawing general lessons from systems as they are 

developed and used. Namely, scenarios help software designers analyze 

the various possibilit ies by focusing first on the human act ivit ies that 

need to be supported and allowing descript ions of those act ivit ies to drive 

the quest for relevant problem requirements. It is expected that through 

maintaining a cont inuous focus on situat ions of and consequences for 

human work and act ivit ies, software designers could become more 

informed of the problem domains, seeing usage situat ions from different 

perspect ives, and managing trade-offs to reach usable and effect ive 

design outcomes (Carroll, 1994; 1995).  Consequent ly, through the 

appropriate use of design scenarios, the problems of designing IS support 

for REALSpace, should never be thought of as something to be defined 

once and for all, and then implemented. Instead, scenarios evoke 

task-oriented reflect ion in design work. They make human act ivity the 

starting point and the standard for design work. They help designers 

ident ify and develop correct problem requirements, seeing their work as 

artifacts-in-use, and bearing in mind the external constraints in the design 

process. 
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1.6.2 Using Scenarios of Human Activity Systems 

More importantly, software design for REALSpace must be based on the 

observat ion that all real-world organizat ional problem situat ions contain 

people interested in trying to take purposeful act ion. Pragmatically, the 

idea of a set of act ivit ies linked together so that the whole, as an ent ity 

called the human act ivity system (HAS)  from the viewpoint of Soft  

Systems Methodology (SSM) (Checkland & Holwell, 1998; Checkland & 

Scholes, 1999) could pursue a purpose, could indeed be considered as a 

representat ive organizat ional scenario for architect ing different IS 

support, which is never fixed once and for all. In pract ice, given a 

handful of the HAS models, namely,  models of concepts of purposeful 

act ivity built from a declared point of view, we could create a coherent 

structure to debate about the problem situation and what might improve it  

(Checkland, Forbes, & Martin, 1990). Subsequent ly, from the software 

architect‟s point of view, while conceiving the necessary electronic 

support to serve the specific organizat ional knowledge requirements, the 

fundamental ideas could be integrated as follows: Always start from a 

careful account of the purposeful act ivity to be served by the system. 

From that, work out what informat ional support is required (by people) to 

carry out the act ivity. Treat the creat ion of that support as a collaborat ive 

effort between technical experts and those who truly understand the 

purposeful act ion served. Meanwhile, ensure that both system creat ion 

and system development and use are treated as opportunit ies for 

cont inuous learning. In this way, models of purposeful human act ivit ies 
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can be used as scenarios to init iate and structure sensible discussion 

about informat ion or knowledge support for the people undertaking the 

real-world problem situat ions.  

 

1.6.3 Sense-Making the Learning Cycle of HAS Modeling 

Undeniably, setting up an organizat ional software system is a social act 

in itself, requiring some kind of concerted action by many different 

people; and the operation of REALSpace entails such human phenomena 

as attribut ing meaning to manipulated data and making judgments about 

what const itutes a relevant category. In this regard, the use of scena rios 

in the creat ion of IS support  can be seen as a process which learns its way 

to the meanings which characterize an organizat ional context. This idea 

of learning the meanings, by which people sharing a human situat ion seek 

to make sense of it , is a significant feature of SSM (Checkland & Scholes,  

1999). The important point is that we must not lose sight of the fact that 

the HAS models are not would-be descript ions of parts of the real world.  

Instead, they are abstract logical machines for pursuing a purp ose, 

defined in terms of declared worldviews, which can generate insightful 

debate when set against actual would-be purposeful act ion in the real 

world. The implicit belief behind constructing the HAS models is that 

social reality – what counts as facts about the social world inside an 

organizat ion – is the ever changing outcome of a social process in which 

human beings cont inually negotiate and re-negotiate, and so construct 

with others their percept ions and interpretations of the world outside 

themselves, and the dynamic rules for coping with it. Researching social 
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realit y in the context of REALSpace development then becomes an 

organized discovery of how human agents make sense of their perceived 

worlds, and how those perceptions change over time and diffe r from one 

person or group to another. In the process, we do not expect to discover 

unchanging social laws to set alongside the laws of natural sciences.  

Rather, an organizat ion is perceived as entailing readiness on the part of 

its members to conceptualize it and its internal and external relat ionships 

in a particular way, though it is also understood that such readiness 

changes through t ime, sometimes incrementally, sometimes in a 

revolut ionary way, as percept ions and membership change.   

 

1.6.4 Rationalizing the Scenario-Based Learning Approach 

Thereby, the basic shape of the scenario -based learning approach could 

simply be described as follows: Find out about the problem situat ion that 

has provoked concern; Select relevant concepts that may be integrated 

into different human act ivity systems; Create HAS models from the 

relevant accounts of purposeful act ivity; Use the models to question the 

real-world situat ion in a comparison phase. The debate init iated by the 

comparison normally entails the findings of accommodat ions between 

conflict ing interests, that is to say, situations that may not satisfy 

everyone, but could st ill be lived with, enabling act ion to be taken. 

Oftent imes, the purpose of the debate is to collect ively learn a way to 

possible changes (improvements) to the problem situat ions, by act ivat ing 

in the people involved, a learning cycle, which counts on their ability to 

articulate problems, to engage in collaboration, to appreciate mult iple 
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perspect ives, to evaluate and to actively use their knowledge. It is 

worthwhile to notice that taking the purposeful act ion would itself change 

the situat ion, so that the whole cycle could begin again, and is in 

principle never ending. Likewise, through scenarios, software architects 

could provide help in art icu lat ing the requirements of specific 

REALSpace support through operating the learning cycle from meanings 

to intent ions to purposeful act ion among the specific group of 

organizat ional members.  

 

1.7 Research Goals and Challenges 

There are a number of goals and challenges this thesis is expected to meet 

and to manage in the related areas of software engineering: namely, 

rationale-driven requirements modeling in scenario-based analysis and 

design of user-centered applicat ion development . To put my research 

efforts in perspect ive, it  is not difficult to perceive that architect ing 

software support for knowledge work in REALSpace is not an easy or 

routine kind of problem solving. My major lessons learned include the 

following: First ly, there is often an incomplete descript ion of the problem 

to be addressed, but it  is always necessary to ident ify the relevant  

descript ion of the current situation that is to be altered by the design 

work. Secondly, the problem space of allowable and possible moves is 

often not determined beforehand. In fact, there is often no guidance on 

possible design moves in reasoning from a descript ion of the current  

situat ion toward an improved version of the situat ion. Third ly, design 

problems themselves characterist ically involve many trade -offs; any 
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move creates side effects, such as impacts on human act ivit ies. Fourth ly,  

design requires many kinds of knowledge and skill; it  typically requires 

collaborat ion, problem decomposit ion, and a lot of management. 

Accordingly, the challenges and goals to share in the analysis and design 

for REALSpace (Carroll, 1995; 2000) include: clarifying the problem, 

ident ifying design moves, envisioning the solut ion, recognizing trade -offs 

and dependencies, integrat ing diverse knowledge and skill, and 

ant icipat ing impacts on human act ivity.  

 

1.7.1 Clarifying the Problem 

This is the first step in design problem solving: What is wrong with the 

current state of affairs? What is needed? What could be improved? The 

standard approach in software development is to carry out some sort of 

requirements analysis. This analysis may init ially be couched as a fairly 

high-level statement provided by the client  – the person or organizat ion 

that commissioned the design work. Such a statement may also be 

developed by, in collaboration with, or from observat ion of prospect ive 

users of the system to be developed; or it  may be based on the hunches of 

the designers. Nonetheless, this init ial requirements statement must be 

successively elaborated and refined to obtain a precise descript ion of  the 

situat ion that highlights the specific needs that the design work will 

address. 

 

1.7.2  Identifying Design Moves 

To the extent that a design problem can be clarified, we need to move 
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toward a solut ion. Typically, we do not know what specific moves are  

possible or useful a priori; part of the creativity of design is discovering 

the relevance and effect iveness of a move that has not been tried before.  

But this is obviously difficult. Much work on design methods has focused 

on describing what are sometimes called weak decomposit ion. The basic 

strategy is to organize an overall design problem into a set of component 

sub-problems, each simpler than the original problem. This process is 

re-iterated unt il the sub-problems are easily solvable, namely, as 

examples of known problems with known solut ions. Nevertheless,  

starting design work with weak decomposit ion tends to simplify problems 

in ways that implicit ly discourage creat ive solut ions, bearing in mind that 

requirements typically change through the course of design work. 

Through the experience of REALSpace, an act ively synthet ic design 

method of planning by doing that is complementary to the analyt ic 

techniques of problem structuring and decomposit ion is experimented. 

Designers, nonetheless, might want to make provisional design moves 

within a concrete design space, explore and develop requirements, and 

test the consequences of such moves before committ ing to them.  

 

1.7.3 Envisioning the Solution 

The object ive in design is to specify a  solut ion that sat isfies the needs 

ident ified in the current situat ion. The design solut ion is typically 

described by such art ifacts as: the technical drawings, diagrams and 

written specificat ions, which provide detailed guidance for those who 

will implement the design and for those who subsequent ly may debug, 
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enhance, or otherwise maintain the designed solut ion. However, such 

specificat ions can be obstacles to the full part icipat ion in the design 

process of clients and prospect ive users, who speak the language of the 

use situat ion, but not the language of software specificat ion often 

characterized by rendering the vivid and open-ended designs as st ilted 

enumerat ions of features and funct ions. After all, the essence of an 

interact ive software support  is that it  is dynamic and responsive. How can 

this be merely captured in a static list of features and funct ions? As 

Henry Dreyfuss, in his 1955 book Designing for People  (Dreyfuss, 1955),  

energet ically confronts these points, the design of REALSpace has been 

crafted as something tangible, sharable with clients and prospect ive users .  

The experience is closely indicat ive of a design paradigm of act ive,  

mutual engagement in which designers and their clients and users work in 

close coordinat ion, noticing the world as it  is and responding wit h 

mock-ups of the world as it  might be.  

 

1.7.4 Recognizing Tradeoffs and Dependencies 

Creat ing a design solut ion for REALSpace involves subt le trade-offs and 

dependencies regarding funct ionality and usability. The sheer number of 

important details and their many interact ions is an intriguing challenge of 

design. Often, it  is necessary to  rely on structured design methods that 

seek to manage interact ions by grouping requirements and constraints to 

specify sub-solut ions to sub-problems, and thereby to build up a 

comprehensive design solut ion. Yet, the problem decomposit ion imposed 

through such methods might conceal important trade-offs and 
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dependencies. Stated another way, it  is experienced that specificat ions 

that are developed strict ly sub-problem by sub-problem cannot ensure an 

overall coherence in the design. In this regard, I ident ify with Dreyfuss 

(1955) who stressed the importance of empirical methods for instant iat ing 

and evaluat ing trade-offs and dependencies. These methods rely on the 

development of design mock-ups and observat ions of them in use. The 

understanding gained through these empirical means is found helpful to 

refine the design solut ion.  

 

1.7.5 Integrating Diverse Knowledge and Skills 

In the context of interact ive systems design, every element of a design, 

every move that a designer makes, has a variety of potential 

consequences. I agree with Schon (1983) who sees design as a 

conversat ion with a situat ion comprising many inter -dependent elements.  

The designer makes different moves and then listens to the design 

situat ion to understand their consequences.  When a move produces 

unexpected consequences, and part icularly when it produces undesirable 

ones, it  is important that the designer should articulate the theory implicit  

in the move, crit icize it, restructure it, and test the new theory by 

invent ing a move consistent with it.  When the fluidity of interact ive 

systems design incorporates new technologies or addresses new arenas of 

human act ivity,  requirements evolve more rapidly. New design moves  and 

new design goals then become possible and necessary to address these 

requirements. To manage an ambiguous and dynamic situat ion,  designers 

need to integrate diverse knowledge and skill to  keep track of the 
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conversat ion with the design situat ion, recognizing and address ing the 

numerous trade-offs and dependencies among elements of the design 

problem. 

 

1.7.6 Anticipating Impacts on Human Activity 

Designed artifacts have a myriad of impacts for people – some intended, 

some unintended, although the act of design is often aimed to facilitate 

human act ivit ies and enrich human experience. Artifacts in use  are 

complex agents of change; some empower our lives, but others frustrate 

people. Oftent imes, they alter our tasks and our social structures; they 

have both posit ive and negat ive effects, often at the same t ime and in 

virtue of one another. Experient ially,  these complicat ions work 

themselves out through trial and error. Doing better than this often 

requires sophist icated analysis of use situations coupled wit h flexible 

strategies to guide an iterat ive process of refinement and redesign. 

Typically, if we think of each design project as an isolated activity, we 

will not be able to see enough of the long-term consequences for people.  

However, some things about human act ivity and experience appear to be 

relevant across many types of situat ions. There is often the possibility of 

what might be called cumulat ive design (Carroll, 2000), in which we 

observe the human impacts of past designs through time and attempt to 

direct that knowledge toward guiding the development of subsequent  

designs. This lesson of design know-how is quite resonant in the 

REALSpace experience.  
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1.8 Research Contributions and Synopsis of the Thesis 

There are a number of original contribut ions this thesis is to offer to the 

academic arena of software engineering, to make respectable and explicit  

the implicit mult i-faceted activit ies of the software engineering discipline 

st ill in its youth and evolut ion:  

 

 The thesis has demonstrated that soft systems methodology (SSM), 

as an organizat ional analysis method, can be flexibly integrated 

into the mainstream of software engineering development act ivit ies,  

especially, during requirements elicitat ion, analysis, and system 

design stages, as applicable in the process of informat ion system 

(IS) development. Refer to Chapter 6 of the thesis.  

 The thesis has illustrated that soft systems methodology (SSM) as 

an organizat ional modeling approach, can be combined with 

scenario-based design (SBD), in the requirements analysis and 

specificat ion of software engineering development act ivit ies, to 

produce use case models for subsequent systems development, as 

required in use-case driven software development. Refer to Chapter 

7 of the thesis.  

 The thesis has elucidated that use case models produced through 

SSM-based scenarios could serve as the basis for user experience 

(UX) design to produce prototypes (UX walkthroughs) for different 

organizat ional episodes of purposeful human act ivit ies. Refer to 

Chapter 8 of the thesis.  

 The thesis has deliberated on a case study of systems architect ing , 
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through soft systems methodology (SSM) and scenario -based 

design (SBD), for an electronic environment called REALSpace (an 

electronic space to support a rich environment for active learning)  

and its sub-system called the AKE, denoting an appreciat ive 

knowledge environment, installed under REALSpace, and hence 

called REALSpace AKE . These environments are the original 

creat ions of the thesis, based on the organizat ional context at the 

University of Macau. The deliberat ion represents the original 

contribut ions of the author, through the applicat ion of SSM and 

SBD in the architect ing process.  Refer to Chapters (1, 6, 7, 8, and 

10) of the thesis.   

 

This dissertation is presented in four different sect ions, comprising a 

total of ten chapters. The first sect ion is an introduction (Chapter 1), 

providing an overview of the research behind the dissertation. The second 

sect ion (Part I) entit led Setting the Stage  and comprising four chapters,  

delineates the important findings and issues from the several important 

areas of interest: story of student learning, professional learning 

communit ies (PLCs), personalized instructions, appreciat ive knowledge 

environment (AKE), outcomes-based assessment (OBA), and 

learning-centered educat ion (LCE). The third sect ion (Part II) ent it led 

Putting the Pieces Together , and comprising four chapters, describes in 

details the author‟s research findings and contribut ions including the 

detailed discussion of the contexts of systems architect ing of IS support 

for REALSpace, of scenario-based development of REALSpace AKE , of 
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software prototyping of different user experience (UX) for the AKE 

environment, and of virtual organizing various PLCs in the context of 

blended student learning in the university setting, and an act ionable 

framework of appreciat ive inquiry (AI)  applicable in an organizat ional 

scenario of collaborat ive act ion research. The fourth sect ion (Part III) 

ent it led REALSpace Epilogue, presents the author ‟s lessons learned in 

doing the research behind the dissertat ion, and some closing thought 

about works to be cont inued. Briefly discussed below is the content of 

each chapter, written in a self-contained manner, for readers‟ 

convenience.  

 

 Chapter 1, ent it led Introduction, delineates the software engineering 

background behind the dissertation research, including the author‟s 

motivat ion, the research situat ion of concern, the problems, the 

methods of invest igat ion, the perceived contribut ions, and the list of 

publicat ions accomplished for this thesis.  

 Chapter 2, ent it led REALSpace: The Story of Student Learning ,  

introduces the REALSpace story of student learning through 

supporting the context of a professional learning community (PLC). In 

particular, it  describes the ingredients of a learning environment  

conducive to a new culture of learning in communit ies, facilitated by 

the design and development of an electronic space to support a rich 

environment for active learning (REALSpace), that addresses how 

educators should work to improve teaching and subsequent ly student  

learning through a process of cont inuous improvement.  
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 Chapter 3, ent it led REALSpace AKE: The Art of Personalized 

Instruction, invest igates the issues of personalized instruction in 

higher educat ion, and how such an approach could be facilitated by a 

suitable design and development of a conceptual component in 

REALSpace, called the AKE (appreciat ive knowledge environment) 

that addresses the work required to improve teaching and student 

learning through integrating the perspect ive of appreciat ive inquiry 

(Cooperrider, 1986), into the context of a professional learning 

community (PLC). 

 Chapter 4, ent it led REALSpace OBA: The Craft of Learner 

Assessment, elaborates on the context of outcomes-based assessment  

(OBA), as another important conceptual component of REALSpace.  

The chapter deliberates OBA as an educat ional model in which 

curriculum and pedagogy and assessment are all focused on student  

learning outcomes. This is achieved through an educat ional process 

that fosters cont inuous attention to student learning and promotes 

inst itut ional accountabilit y based on student learning. It emphasizes 

that the key to the OBA model of educat ion is outcomes which inform 

curriculum, teaching and assessment through an evidence -based 

mechanism such as the student learning portfolios.  

 Chapter 5, ent it led REALSpace LCE: The Key to Student Achievement ,  

is devoted to the context of learning-centered educat ion (LCE), and to 

describing an LCE-based approach to designing and delivering 

courses and curricula in higher educat ion. The essence of this chapter 

is to articulate another conceptual component of the REALSpace  
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environment, called REALSpace LCE , which is the instant iat ion of a 

new paradigm of undergraduate education, characterized by a 

transit ion to the belief that a college or university is an inst itution 

that exists to produce student learning, rather than merely to provide 

quality instruction.  

 Chapter 6, ent it led Systems Architecting of IS Support for REALSpace ,  

is organized to deliberate on the context of systems architect ing, and 

to make explicit the implicit  role of soft systems methodology (SSM) 

in contribut ing to a rationale-based organizat ional modeling of the 

different aspects of REALSpace as the foundat ion to invest igate the 

necessary informat ion system (IS) support for purposeful human 

act ivit ies in college teaching and learning. Of particular interest is the 

AKE environment as an example in organizat ional modeling for 

college educat ion to illustrate the SSM-based invest igat ion o f selected 

human act ivity systems (HAS ‟s) as exposited in REALSpace  

development. 

 Chapter 7, ent it led Scenario-Based Development of REALSpace AKE , 

is organized to elaborate on the scenario -based design (SBD) of the 

AKE environment under REALSpace. This elaboration is based on the 

results developed through SSM in Chapter 6, namely, the human 

act ivity system (HAS) for REALSpace AKE , including the root 

definit ion (RD), and the attendant conceptual model (CM) derived 

through CATWOE analysis. In particular, it  is illustrated that the SBD 

approach could help visualize the working of the AKE in act ion 

through different real-life scenarios in college teaching and learning, 
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by connect ing SSM with such contemporary method of software 

development as use-case modeling in object-oriented analysis and 

design.  

 Chapter 8, ent it led Software Prototyping for REALSpace AKE , is 

organized to deliberate on the scenarios created in Chapter 7 – one for 

each of the thirteen HAS-based CM act ivit ies in REALSpace AKE .  

Each such scenario of interest has been earlier elaborated as a set of 

feasible and desirable use case models for the situat ion of concerns in 

the AKE environment. The chapter focuses on demonstrating a 

software prototyping process for these scenarios, in relat ion to the 

modern pract ice of user-centered design (UCD), especially,  

deliberat ing on how the context of user experience (UX) design could 

be incorporated to develop the interact ion aspects of the related AKE 

services.  

 Chapter 9, ent it led Virtual Organizing for REALSpace AKE, is 

organized to illustrate the theme of virtual organizing for the AKE 

environment, facilitat ing pedagogical redesign of higher educat ional 

course offering. In part icular, the context of blended learning and how 

it could be supported by virtual organizing is deliberated as the 

transforming force to enhance a worthwhile experience in teaching 

and learning, especially for various communit ies of inquiry (CoI‟s). It 

is argued that the scarcity of fundamental change in higher educat ion 

classroom stems not from a lack of resources but from a lack o f 

understanding of what is possible by thoughtfully blending tradit ional 

face-to-face approaches with online learning. And blended learning in 
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support of CoI‟s through virtual organizing different AKE services is 

the argued solut ion presented in the chapter. Also elaborated is a 

wider interpretation of the AKE philosophy in terms of a guiding 

init iat ive from appreciat ive inquiry, to influence the pedagogical 

reform in higher educat ion especially through a cont inuous 

improvement effort. 

 Chapter 10, entit led REALSpace Epilogue: A Journey to Create the 

Future, is organized to put forth many of the lessons learned in the 

process of execut ing the research behind my doctoral study. This 

chapter characterizes my learning experience as a journey to create 

the future of my mission in higher educat ion, especially in those areas 

of interest direct ly related to software engineering, software 

engineering educat ion, organizat ion transformation in higher 

educat ion, as well as reflect ions in university teaching for qualit y 

learning. This chapter also puts into perspect ive my efforts in 

exploring the coherent contribut ions from SSM, SBD, and modern-day 

UX design in the context of software engineering efforts for 

REALSpace and its AKE environment, and concludes with some 

thoughts on systems thinking and its attendant methodology which has 

so enabled my deliberat ion of this thesis  work. 

 

1.9 My Statement of Originality as a Teacher-Researcher 

As a teacher-researcher entering his eighteenth year of walking his talk in 

software engineering educat ion, I find it important to maintain a 

generat ive view of the learning accrued in this field. This generat ive view 
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basically comes down to two intellectual aspects. First ly, it  is the creat ive 

attitude through which ideas and alternat ives are dreamed up, invented 

and ident ified. Second is an analyt ic attitude through which any proposed 

ideas and alternat ives are crit ically evaluated. In fact, doing act ion 

research in software engineering education over the years has 

increasingly crystallized my personal characterizat ion of the generat ive 

view of knowledge contribut ions. In one, knowledge is often analyt ically 

interpreted as something physical that can be possessed, stored, processed, 

and readily distributed to people who are designated as users of 

knowledge. This approach of treating knowledge as a possession is to 

control and direct knowledge to serve some meaningful goals. The other 

perspect ive focuses on creat ive knowing, a process involving the 

interact ion or engagement of different people over part icular issues. The 

underlying premise is that knowledge is what happens in the process of 

peoples‟ interact ion and that the way to facilitate the creat ion and use of 

knowledge is by encouraging people to interact, to participate, and to 

generate and share ideas. The focus is people with diverse capabilit ies, 

different experiences, and varied perspect ives, in the form of networks, 

teams, or communit ies of pract ice.  Actually, the discussion of 

REALSpace, as presented in this thesis, is quite consistent with this 

generat ive view of knowledge contribution. Yet, it  is also my 

responsibility to externalize my ideas in the wider world such as 

internat ional conferences, and other academic publicat ions such as 

research book chapters, encyclopedia contribut ions, and internat ional 

refereed journals, and see whether others accept the same. This kind of 
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validat ion is essent ial in act ion research. To be reasonably sure that 

something of worth is produced, I have to check w ith significant others to 

see if they accept it  for its intrinsic worth. Listed below are my 

publicat ions produced from 2000 to 2011, in support of my ongoing 

research in the fields of software engineering and higher educat ion, along 

the analyt ic and creat ive perspect ives described above. 

 

1.9.1  International Refereed Journal Articles 

During the period from 2001 to 2009, I have produced a total of ten 

internat ional refereed journal publicat ions as follows:  

 Vat, K.H. (2009). Developing REALSpace - Discourse on a student-centered 

creative knowledge environment for virtual communities of learning. 

International Journal of Virtual Communities and Social Networking (ISSN: 

1942-9010), 1 (1): 43-74, (January - March) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/journals/details.asp?id=7954).  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Teaching a collaborative model of IS development through 

problem-based learning. Information Systems Education Journal (ISSN: 

1545-679x), 4 (102), October (http://isedj.org/4/102/).  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Conceiving scenario-based IS support for knowledge 

synthesis: The organization architect's design challenge in systems thinking. 

Journal of Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics (ISSN: 1690-4524), 3 (3) 

(http://www.iiisci.org/Journal/SCI/Contents.asp?var=&Previous=ISS7574). 

An official publication of the International Institute of Informatics and 

Systemics (IIIS).  

http://www.igi-global.com/journals/details.asp?id=7954
http://isedj.org/4/102/
http://www.iiisci.org/Journal/SCI/Contents.asp?var=&Previous=ISS7574
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 Vat, K.H. (2006). Integrating industrial practices in software development 

through scenario-based design of PBL activities: A pedagogical 

re-organization perspective. Journal of Issues in Informing Science and 

Information Technology (ISSN: 1547-5859 CD Version), 3: 687-708, June 

(Choose Volume 3 from http://iisit.org/ or click direct from 

http://informingscience.org/proceedings/InSITE2006/IISITVat229.pdf).  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Developing a learning organization model for 

problem-based learning: The emergent lesson of education from the IT 

trenches. Journal of Cases on Information Technology (ISSN 1548-7717), 8 

(2): 82-109, April-June. An official publication of the Information Resources 

Management Association (IRMA) since 1999. 

 Vat, K.H. (2005). Systems architecting of IS support for learning 

organizations: The scenario-based design challenge in human activity systems. 

Information Systems Education Journal (ISSN: 1545-679x), 3 (2), July 

(http://isedj.org/3/2/).  

 Vat, K.H. (2005). Modeling human activity systems for collaborative project 

work: An IS development perspective. Journal of Issues in Informing Science 

and Information Technology (ISSN: 1547-5859 CD Version), 2: 49-65, June, 

(http://iisit.org/IssuesVol2v2.htm or click direct from 

http://proceedings.informingscience.org/InSITE2005/I05f65Vat.pdf).  

 Vat, K.H. (2004). On the idea of organization transformation: The IS/IT 

design challenge in systems thinking. Journal of Issues in Informing Science 

and Information Technology (ISSN: 1547-5859 CD Version), 1: 941-950, June, 

http://iisit.org/
http://informingscience.org/proceedings/InSITE2006/IISITVat229.pdf
http://isedj.org/3/2/
http://iisit.org/IssuesVol2v2.htm
http://proceedings.informingscience.org/InSITE2005/I05f65Vat.pdf
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(http://iisit.org/vol1.htm or click direct from 

http://proceedings.informingscience.org/InSITE2004/120vat.pdf).  

 Vat, K.H (2003). Architecting of learning organizations: The IS practitioners' 

challenge in systems thinking. Information Systems Education Journal (ISSN: 

1545-679x), 1 (26), December (http://isedj.org/1/26/).  

 Vat, K.H.(2001). Web-based asynchronous support for collaborative learning. 

Journal of Computing in Small Colleges (official publication of Consortium 

for Computing in Small Colleges, CCSC), 17 (2): 310-328, December, 

(Available from http://portal.acm.org/dl.cfm: Search "JCSC, Vol. 17, No. 2").  

 

1.9.2  Case Studies and Handbooks of Research Works 

In the years of 2009 and 2010, I have produced a total of two refereed 

Handbook-of-Research publicat ions and two major case studies as 

follows: 

 Vat, K.H. (2010). Conceiving community knowledge records as e-governance 

concerns in wired healthcare provision. In H. Rahman (Ed.), Cases on 

adoption, diffusion and evaluation of global e-governance systems: Impact at 

the grass roots (ISBN 978-1-61692-814-8) (pp. 207-225). Hershey, PA, USA: 

Information Science Reference (IGI Global, Inc.) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/requests/details.asp?ID=598). 

 Vat, K.H. (2009). Virtual organizing professional learning communities 

through a servant-leader model of appreciative coaching. In Y. Inoue (Ed.), 

Cases on online and blended learning technologies in higher education: 

Concepts and practices (ISBN 978-1-60566-880-2) (pp.183-206). Hershey, 

http://iisit.org/vol1.htm
http://proceedings.informingscience.org/InSITE2004/120vat.pdf
http://isedj.org/1/26/
http://portal.acm.org/dl.cfm
http://www.igi-global.com/requests/details.asp?ID=598
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PA, USA: Information Science Reference (IGI Global, Inc.) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?ID=34829). 

 Vat, K.H. (2009). The generative potential of appreciative inquiry as an 

essential social dimension of the semantic Web. In M. Cunha, E. Oliveira, A. 

Tavares, & L. Ferreira (Eds.), Handbook of research on social dimensions of 

semantic technologies and Web services (ISBN978-1-60566-650-1) 

(pp.411-434). Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science Reference (IGI Global 

Inc) (http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?id=34405). 

 Vat, K.H. (2009). The e-governance concerns in IS design for effective 

e-government performance improvement. In H. Rahman (Ed.), Handbook of 

research on e-government readiness for information and service exchange: 

Utilizing progressive information communication technologies (ISBN 

978-1-60566-671-6) (pp.48-69). Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science 

Reference (IGI Global, Inc.) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?id=34559). 

 

1.9.3  Encyclopedia Contributions 

During the period from 2005 to 2011, I have produced twelve art icles 

accepted for publicat ions in ten different encyclopedia published by the 

IGI Global Inc. (formerly called Idea Group Inc.), in Hershey, USA. The 

contexts of the twelve articles are closely related to my research areas in 

software engineering and informat ion science. 

 

http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?ID=34829
http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?id=34405
http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?id=34559
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 Vat, K.H. (2011). Appreciative sharing for organizational knowledge work. 

In D. Schwartz and D. Teéni (Eds.), Encyclopedia of knowledge management, 

2nd edition (ISBN 978-1-59904-931-1) (pp.27-38). Hershey, PA, USA: 

Information Science Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2011). Knowledge synthesis framework. In D. Schwartz and D. Te

éni (Eds.), Encyclopedia of knowledge management, 2nd edition (ISBN 

978-1-59904-931-1) (pp.955-966). Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science 

Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2009). An E-portfolio scheme of flexible online learning. In 

Patricia L. Rogers, G.A. Berg, J. Boettcher, C. Howard, L. Justice, and K. 

Schenk (Eds.), Encyclopedia of distance learning, 2
nd

 edition (ISBN 

978-1-60566-198-8) (pp.941-949). Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science 

Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2009). Conceiving a learning organization model for online 

education. In Patricia L. Rogers, G.A. Berg, J. Boettcher, C. Howard, L. 

Justice, and K. Schenk (Eds.), Encyclopedia of distance learning, 2
nd

 edition 

(ISBN 978-1-60566-198-8) (pp.391-397). Hershey, PA USA: Information 

Science Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2009). OMIS-based collaboration with service-oriented design. In 

M. Khosrow-Pour (Ed.), Encyclopedia of information science and technology, 

2
nd

 edition (ISBN 978-1-60566-026-4) (pp.2875-2881). Hershey, PA, USA: 

Information Science Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  
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 Vat, K.H. (2008). E-portfolio and pedagogical change for virtual universities. 

In Goran D. Putnik and M. Manuela C. Cunha (Eds.), Encyclopedia of 

networked and virtual organizations (ISBN 978-1-59904-885-7) 

(pp.508-515). Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science Reference (IGI 

Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Virtual organizing online communities in support of 

knowledge synthesis. In S. Dasgupta (Ed.), Encyclopedia of virtual 

communities and technologies (ISBN 1-59140-563-7) (pp.547-555). Hershey, 

PA, USA: Idea Group Reference (Idea Group Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). IS design for community of practice's knowledge challenge. 

In E. Coakes and S.A. Clarke (Eds.), Encyclopedia of communities of 

practice in information and knowledge management (ISBN 1-59140-556-4) 

(pp.246-256). Hershey, PA, USA: Idea Group Reference (Idea Group Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Knowledge synthesis framework. In D. Schwartz (Ed.), 

Encyclopedia of knowledge management (ISBN 1-59140-573-4) 

(pp.530-537). Hershey, PA, USA: Idea Group Reference (Idea Group Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2005). Designing OMIS-based collaboration for learning 

organizations. In M. Khosrow-Pour (Ed.), Encyclopedia of information 

science and technology (ISBN 1-59140-553-X) (pp.827-830). Hershey, PA, 

USA: Idea Group Reference (Idea Group Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2005). Conceiving a learning organization model for online 

education. In Patricia L. Rogers (Ed.), Vol. 1 of 4, Distance learning 

technologies and applications, Encyclopedia of distance learning (ISBN 
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1-59140-555-6) (pp.367-373). Hershey, PA, USA: Idea Group Reference 

(Idea Group Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2005). SSM-based IS support for online learning. In C. Howard, J. 

Boettcher, L. Justice, K. Schenk, and G.A. Berg (Eds.), Vol. 4 of 4, Online 

learning and technologies, Encyclopedia of distance learning (ISBN 

1-59140-555-6) (pp.1650-1659). Hershey, PA, USA: Idea Group Reference 

(Idea Group Inc.). 

 

1.9.4  Research Book Chapters 

During the period from 2001 to 2010, I have produced fourteen different 

research book chapters whose contents are of particular interest to people 

involved in the education of information technology, information systems,  

software engineer ing and knowledge management.   

 

 Vat, K.H. (2010). Developing student e-portfolios for outcomes-based 

assessment in personalized instruction. In Y. Kats (Ed.), Learning 

management systems technologies and software solutions for online teaching: 

Tools and applications (ISBN 978-1-61520-853-1) (pp.259-290). Hershey, 

PA, USA: Information Science Reference (IGI Global, Inc.) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/Bookstore/TitleDetails.aspx?TitleId=37343). 

 Vat, K.H. (2010). The generative potential of appreciative inquiry as an 

essential social dimension of the semantic Web. In S. Dasgupta (Ed.), Social 

computing: Concepts, methodologies, tools, and application, 4 volumes 

(ISBN 978-1-60566-984-7) (pp.1882-1905). Hershey, PA, USA: Information 
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Science Reference (IGI Global Inc) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/Bookstore/TitleDetails.aspx?TitleId=909). 

 Vat, K.H. (2009). Developing REALSpace: Discourse on a student-centered 

creative knowledge environment for virtual communities of learning. In N. 

Kock (Ed.), E-Collaboration: Concepts, methodologies, tools and 

applications (ISBN: 978-1-60566-652-5) (pp.307-340). Hershey, PA, USA: 

Information Science Reference (IGI Global Inc) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?id=34578).  

 Vat, K.H. (2009). The generative potential of appreciative inquiry for CoP: 

The virtual enterprise's emergent knowledge model. In D. Akoumianakis 

(Ed.), Virtual community practices and social interactive media: Technology 

lifecycle and workflow analysis (ISBN: 978-1-60566-340-1) (pp.60-85). 

Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science Reference (IGI Global Inc) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?ID=33347).  

 Vat, K.H. (2009). Building virtual communities through a de-marginalized 

view of knowledge networking. In Miltiadis D. Lytras & P. Ordonez de 

Pablos (Eds.), Social Web evolution: Integrating semantic applications and 

Web 2.0 technologies (ISBN 978-1-60566-272-5) (pp.233-248). Hershey, PA, 

USA: Information Science Reference (IGI Global, Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2009). Designing open-source OMIS Environment for virtual 

teams to support inter-enterprise collaboration. In Maria M. Cruz-Cunha (Ed.), 

Social, Managerial and organizational dimensions of enterprise information 

systems (ISBN 978-1-60566-856-7) (pp.272-288). Hershey, PA, USA: 

http://www.igi-global.com/Bookstore/TitleDetails.aspx?TitleId=909
http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?id=34578
http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?ID=33347
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Business Science Reference (IGI Global, Inc.) 

(http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?ID=34829).  

 Vat, K.H. (2008). Building virtual communities through a de-marginalized 

view of knowledge networking. In Jerzy Kisielnicki (Ed.), Virtual 

technologies: Concepts, methodologies, tools, and applications (3 Volumnes) 

(ISBN 978-1-59904-955-7) (pp.488-502). Hershey, PA, USA: Information 

Science Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2008). Knowledge synthesis framework. In Murray E. Jennex 

(Ed.), Knowledge management: Concepts, methodologies, tools, and 

applications (6 Volumes) (ISBN 978-1-59904-933-5) (pp.297-307). Hershey, 

PA, USA: Information Science Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2008). IS design for community of practice's knowledge Challenge. 

In Murray E. Jennex (Ed.), Knowledge management: Concepts, 

methodologies, tools, and applications (6 Volumes) (ISBN 

978-1-59904-933-5) (pp.850-861). Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science 

Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2007). Conceiving a learning organization model for online 

education. In Lawrence A. Tomei (Ed.), Online and distance learning: 

Concepts, methodologies, tools, and applications (6 Volumes) (ISBN 

978-1-59904-935-9) (pp.1128-1136). Hershey, PA, USA: Information Science 

Reference (IGI Global Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Building virtual communities through a de-marginalized 

view of knowledge networking. In H. Rahman (Ed.), Empowering marginal 

http://www.igi-global.com/reference/details.asp?ID=34829
http://www.igi-pub.com/reference/authors.asp?id=676&pub_id=6916
http://www.igi-pub.com/reference/authors.asp?id=676&pub_id=6916
http://www.igi-pub.com/reference/authors.asp?id=512&pub_id=6923
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communities with information networking (ISBN: 1-59140-700-1) 

(pp.278-299). Hershey, PA, USA: Idea Group Publishing.  

 Vat, K.H. (2003). Conceiving architectural aspects for quality software 

education through the constructivist perspective. In Tanya McGill (Ed.), 

Current issues in IT education (ISBN 1-931777-53-5) (pp.98-116). Hershey, 

PA, USA: IRM Press (Idea Group Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Designing organizational memory for knowledge 

management support in collaborative learning. In D. White (Ed.), Knowledge 

mapping and management (ISBN 1-931777-17-9) (pp.233-243). Hershey, PA, 

USA: IRM Press (Idea Group Inc.).  

 Vat, K.H. (2001). E-commerce in action: An educational response to 

re-engineer today's university model for the Internet age. In O.K. Gupta and 

R. Seethamraju (Eds.), Information technology and operations management: 

Relationships and synergies (ISBN 0-07-043585-5) (pp.102-111). New Delhi, 

India: Tata McGraw-Hill.  

 

1.9.5  Refereed Conference Papers 

From the year 2000 to the year 2006, I have part icipated in thirty-one 

internat ional conferences, presented and published my research papers in 

those conferences, with the conference proceedings acquired for archival 

purpose. All the papers published are categorized as refereed papers,  

accepted after reviews by two or more reviewers in the fields of computer 

science educat ion, informat ion technology educat ion, informat ion 

systems educat ion, which are closely related to my research work in 
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software engineering educat ion. Listed below are my published papers 

arranged by year in the sequence from 2006 back to 2000. 

 

Year 2006 

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Integrating soft systems methodology into the teaching of 

human-computer interaction: A constructivist design based on problem-based 

learning. Presented and published in the CD-Proceedings of the Society for 

Information Technology and Teacher Education International Conference 

(SITE2006), Mar. 20-24, Orlando, Florida, USA.  

 Vat, K.H. (2006). Nurturing self-directed work tams in the education of 

information systems professionals. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Conference of the Southern Association 

for Information Systems (SAIS2006), Mar. 11-12, Jacksonville, Florida, USA 

(http://sais.aisnet.org/2006/Vat-SAIS2006-paper.pdf).  

 

Year 2005 

 Vat, K.H. (2005). Teaching a collaborative model of IS development through 

problem-based learning. CD-Proceedings (ISSN: 1542-7382) of the 2005 

Information Systems Education Conference (ISECON2005), Oct. 6-9, 

Columbus, Ohio, USA. (Currently Accessible from 

http://isedj.org/isecon/2005/5112/index.html)  

 Vat, K.H. (2005). On the importance of human activity systems in 

organization modeling for IS development. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Conference of the Southern 

http://sais.aisnet.org/2006/Vat-SAIS2006-paper.pdf
http://isedj.org/isecon/2005/5112/index.html
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Association for Information Systems (SAIS2005), Feb. 25-26, Savannah, 

Georgia, USA (http://sais.aisnet.org/sais2005/vat.pdf). 

 

Year 2004 

 Vat, K.H. (2004). Toward a learning organization model for student 

empowerment: A teacher-designer's experience as a coach by the side. 

Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 2004 IADIS International 

Conference on Cognition and Exploratory Learning in Digital Age 

(CELDA2004), Dec. 15-17, Lisbon, Portugal, pp.131-140.  

 Vat, K.H. (2004). Systems architecting of IS support for learning 

organizations: The scenario-based design challenge in human activity systems. 

Presented and published in the CD-Proceedings (ISSN: 1542-7382) of the 

2004 Information Systems Education Conference (ISECON2004), Nov. 4-7, 

Newport, Rhode Island, USA (Recipient of the ISECON2004 Distinguished 

Merit Award -> http://isedj.org/isecon/2004/3245/index.html).  

 Vat, K.H. (2004). Conceiving a learning organization model for sustainable 

development: The IS manager's perspective based on soft systems 

methodology. Presented and published in the Proceedings of the IEEE 

International Engineering Management Conference 2004 (IEMC2004), Oct. 

18-21, Singapore, pp. 500-504.  

 Vat, K.H. (2004). Putting the university online: A learning organization model 

for electronic transformation. Presented and published in the Proceedings of 

the 3rd International Conference on ICT and Higher Education (e-University 

2004), Aug. 31 - Sep. 2, Bangkok, Thailand, pp.135-148.  

http://sais.aisnet.org/sais2005/vat.pdf
http://isedj.org/isecon/2004/3245/index.html
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 Vat, K.H. (2004). On the idea of soft systems methodology for IS 

development: A perspective based on purposeful action. Presented and 

published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Computing, 

Communications and Control Technologies (CCCT2004), August 14-17, 

Austin, Texas, USA, pp. 227-232.  

 Vat, K.H. (2004). Conceiving scenario-based IS support for knowledge 

synthesis: The organization architect's design challenge in systems thinking. 

Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 10th International 

Conference on Information Systems Analysis and Synthesis (ISAS2004), 

Orlando, Florida, USA, July 21-25, pp.101-106.  

 Vat, K.H. (2004). Towards a learning organization model for PBL: A virtual 

organizing scenario of knowledge synthesis. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference of the Southern 

Association for Information Systems (SAIS2004), Feb. 27-28, Savannah, 

Georgia, USA (http://sais.aisnet.org/sais2004/VAT.pdf).  

 

Year 2003 

 Vat, K.H. (2003). Toward an actionable framework of knowledge synthesis 

in the pursuit of learning organization. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the 2003 Informing Science + IT Education Conference 

(InSITE2003), in Pori, Finland, Jun. 24-27, pp.1085-1100.  

 Vat, K.H. (2003). A context-based organization modeling for e-learning 

initiatives. Proceedings of the 2003 Information Resources Management 

http://sais.aisnet.org/sais2004/VAT.pdf
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Association International Conference (IRMA2003), May 18-21, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, USA, Vol.2, pp. 651-652.  

 Vat, K.H. (2003). An IS-based architectural modeling for learning 

organization: A conceptual walkthrough. Presented and published in the 

Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for 

Information Systems (SAIS2003), Mar. 7-8, Savannah, Georgia, USA, pp. 

55-62.  

 

Year 2002 

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Virtual organizing as a strategic learning approach to 

organization transformation. Presented and published in the Proceedings of 

the 2002 International Conference on Systems, Development and 

Self-Organization (ICSDS2002), Nov. 30 - Dec. 1, Beijing, China, pp. 

134-139.  

 Vat, K.H. (2002). On the importance of organization modeling for IS 

education. Presented and published in the CD-Proceedings (ISSN: 1542-7382) 

of the 2002 Information Systems Education Conference (ISECON2002), Oct. 

31 - Nov. 3, San Antonio, Texas, USA 

(http://isedj.org/isecon/2002/244b/index.html).  

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Engineering component-based knowledge applications for 

e-learning organizations: The software architects' challenge in organizational 

transformation. Presented and published in Proceedings of the Sixth World 

Multi-Conference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics (SCI2002), in 

Orlando, Florida, USA, July 14-18, Vol. 1, pp.262-267.  

http://isedj.org/isecon/2002/244b/index.html
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 Vat, K.H. (2002). Teaching architectural approach to quality software 

development through problem-based learning. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the 2002 Informing Science + IT Education Conference 

(InSITE2002), in Cork, Ireland, Jun. 19-21.  

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Conceiving service-based architecture and process for 

quality software education. Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 

2002 Information Resources Management Association International 

Conference (IRMA2002), May 19-22, Seattle, Washington, USA, Vol.1, pp. 

817-820.  

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Developing e-learning architectures for communities of 

practice: A knowledge perspective. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the 2002 World Conference on Networked Learning in a 

Global Environment: Challenges and Solutions for Virtual Education 

(NL2002), May 1-4, Berlin, Germany.  

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Developing learning organization strategy for online 

education: A knowledge perspective. Presented and published in the 

Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for 

Information Systems (SAIS2002), Mar. 1-2, 2002, Savannah, Georgia, USA, 

pp. 291-298.  

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Developing component-based e-commerce applications for 

learning organizations: An inter-enterprise architectural response to 

organizational transformation. Presented and published in CD-Proceedings of 

the Third World Congress on the Management of Electronic Commerce, Jan. 

16-18, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.  
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Year 2001 

 Vat, K.H. (2001). Towards a learning organization model for knowledge 

synthesis: An IS perspective. CD-Proceedings of the 2001 Information 

Systems Education Conference (ISECON2001), Nov. 1-4, Cincinnati, Ohio, 

USA (http://isedj.org/isecon/2001/09a/index.html).  

 Vat, K.H. (2001). Teaching HCI with scenario-based design: The 

constructivist's synthesis. Presented and published in Proceedings of the Sixth 

Annual ACM Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science 

Education (ITiCSE2001), Canterbury, U.K., Jun. 25-27, pp. 9-12.  

 Vat, K.H. (2001). Addressing IT/IS personnel shortfall: Some PBL students' 

findings and recommendations. Presented and published in Proceedings of 

the Fourth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for Information 

Systems (SAIS2001), Mar. 2-3, Savannah, Georgia, USA, pp. 52-60.  

 Vat, K.H. (2001). REAL: Towards a WWW-enabled course support 

environment for active learning. Presented in the International Conference on 

Learning and Teaching Online (LTOL2001), Jan. 10-12, Guangzhou, China 

(Paper No. 291).  

 

Year 2000 

 Vat, K.H. (2000). Designing Web information systems for Internet commerce 

through the virtual organization model. Presented and published in 

Proceedings of the 2000 International Software Development and 

http://isedj.org/isecon/2001/09a/index.html
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Management Conference (ISD&M2000), Dec. 14-15, Hong Kong, 

pp.193-206.  

 Vat, K.H. (2000). Online education: A learner-centered model with 

constructivism. Presented and published in Proceedings of the Eighth 

International Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE 2000), Nov. 

21-24, Taipei, Taiwan, pp. 560-568.  

 Vat, K.H. (2000). Designing knowledge infrastructure for virtual enterprises 

in organizational learning. Presented and published in Proceedings of the 

Tenth Annual Business Information Technology Conference (BIT 2000), Nov. 

1-2, Manchester, England, (CD-ROM Paper No. 45).  

 Vat, K.H. (2000). Training e-commerce support personnel for enterprises 

through action learning. Presented and published in Proceedings of the 2000 

ACM SIGCPR Conference, Apr. 6-8, Chicago, Illinois, USA, pp.39-43.  

 Vat, K.H. (2000). Teaching software psychology: Expanding the perspective. 

Presented and published in Proceedings of the Thirty-first SIGCSE Technical 

Symposium on Computer Science Education, Mar. 8-12, Austin, Texas, USA, 

pp.392-396. 

 

1.9.6  Qualification of My Publications 

The publicat ions I produced over the past ten years as enumerated above 

are affiliated with a number of academic inst itutes, professional bodies 

and internat ional publishers including the following:  

 Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE)  
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 Association of Computing Machinery (ACM)  

 Association of Information Systems (AIS)  

 Association of Information Technology Professionals (AITP) 

 Consortium for Computing in Small Colleges (CCSC) 

 Idea Group Inc. (publisher of IRM Press, Idea Group Publishing and Idea 

Group Reference) 

 IGI Global Inc. (publisher of Information Science Reference) 

 International Association for Development of Information Society (IADIS) 

 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 

 International Institute of Informatics and Systemics (IIIS) 

 Information Resources Management Association (IRMA)  

 Informing Science Institute (ISI)  

 Natural and Artificial Intelligence Systems Organization (NAISO) 

 

Specifically, I have arranged to put together the following groups of 

publicat ions affiliated with each of the academic  bodies above, with 

suitable annotations to qualify the conferences, and the publicat ions.  

 

AACE 

● Vat, K.H. (2000). Online education: A learner-centered model with 

constructivism. Presented and published in Proceedings of the Eighth 
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International Conference on Computers in Education (ICCE 2000), Nov. 21-24, 

Taipei, Taiwan, pp. 560-568. 

 

 The ICCE conference is organized through the Associat ion for 

Advancement of Computers in Educat ion, and the specific ICCE2000 

conference was organized under the auspices of the Asia -Pacific 

Chapter of AACE. This conference is devoted to promote educat ional 

uses of technology in the service of enhanced learning. It is one of 

the mature conferences in the area of educational technology, or the 

applicat ion of IT in educat ion. The acceptance rate for ICCE2000 

where my paper was published was close to 40%.  

 

ACM 

● Vat, K.H. (2001). Teaching HCI with scenario-based design: The constructivist's 

synthesis. Presented and published in Proceedings of the Sixth Annual ACM 

Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education 

(ITiCSE2001), Canterbury, U.K., Jun. 25-27, pp. 9-12. 

● Vat, K.H. (2000). Teaching software psychology: Expanding the perspective. 

Presented and published in Proceedings of the Thirty-first SIGCSE Technical 

Symposium on Computer Science Education, Mar. 8-12, Austin, Texas, USA, 

pp.392-396. 

● Vat, K.H. (2000). Training e-commerce support personnel for enterprises through 

action learning. Presented and published in Proceedings of the 2000 ACM 

SIGCPR Conference, Apr. 6-8, Chicago, Illinois, USA, pp.39-43. 
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The first two conferences were organized by the ACM Special Interest 

Group (SIG) in Computer Science Education (CSE), and the third 

conference by ACM SIG in Computer Personnel Research (CPR), 

current ly combined with ACM SIG in management informat ion 

systems (MIS). These are internat ionally renown conferences with an 

acceptance rate close to 30% in the education of computer science, 

software engineering and informat ion technology, with the SIGCPR 

conference particularly interested in the human issues in computer 

sectors. 

 

AIS 

● Vat, K.H. (2006). Nurturing self-directed work teams in the education of 

information systems professionals. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for 

Information Systems (SAIS2006), Mar. 11-12, Jacksonville, Florida, USA 

(http://sais.aisnet.org/2006/Vat-SAIS2006-paper.pdf). 

● Vat, K.H. (2005). On the importance of human activity systems in organization 

modeling for IS development. Presented and published in the CD-Proceedings of 

the Eighth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for Information 

Systems (SAIS2005), Feb. 25-26, Savannah, Georgia, USA. 

● Vat, K.H. (2004). Towards a learning organization model for PBL: A virtual 

organizing scenario of knowledge synthesis. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference of the Southern Association 

for Information Systems (SAIS2004), Feb. 27-28, Savannah, Georgia, USA. 

● Vat, K.H. (2003). An IS-based architectural modeling for learning organization: 

http://sais.aisnet.org/2006/Vat-SAIS2006-paper.pdf
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A conceptual walkthrough. Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 

Sixth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for Information Systems 

(SAIS2003), Mar. 7-8, Savannah, Georgia, USA, pp. 55-62. 

● Vat, K.H. (2002). Developing learning organization strategy for online education: 

A knowledge perspective. Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 

Fifth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for Information Systems 

(SAIS2002), Mar. 1-2, 2002, Savannah, Georgia, USA, pp. 291-298. 

● Vat, K.H. (2001). Addressing IT/IS personnel shortfall: Some PBL students' 

findings and recommendations. Presented and published in Proceedings of the 

Fourth Annual Conference of the Southern Association for Information Systems 

(SAIS2001), Mar. 2-3, Savannah, Georgia, USA, pp. 52-60. 

 

 These are annual conferences organized by the Southern Associat ion 

for Informat ion Systems (SAIS), a subsidiary of the Associat ion of 

Informat ion Systems (AIS). The acceptance rat e has been consistent ly 

set close to 45% to the best of my knowledge.  

 

AITP  

● Vat, K.H. (2005). Teaching a collaborative model of IS development through 

problem-based learning. CD-Proceedings (ISSN: 1542-7382) of the 2005 

Information Systems Education Conference (ISECON2005), Oct. 6-9, Columbus, 

Ohio, USA. (Currently Accessible from 

http://isedj.org/isecon/2005/5112/index.html). 

● Vat, K.H. (2002). On the importance of organization modeling for IS education. 

Presented and published in the CD-Proceedings (ISSN: 1542-7382) of the 2002 

http://isedj.org/isecon/2005/5112/index.html
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Information Systems Education Conference (ISECON2002), Oct. 31 - Nov. 3, 

San Antonio, Texas, USA (http://isedj.org/isecon/2002/244b/index.html). 

● Vat, K.H. (2001). Towards a learning organization model for knowledge 

synthesis: An IS perspective. CD-Proceedings of the 2001 Information Systems 

Education Conference (ISECON2001), Nov. 1-4, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA 

(http://isedj.org/isecon/2001/09a/index.html). 

● Vat, K.H. (2005). Systems architecting of IS support for learning organizations: 

The scenario-based design challenge in human activity systems. Information 

Systems Education Journal (ISSN: 1545-679x), Volume 3, Number 2, July 

(http://isedj.org/3/2/). 

● Vat, K.H (2003). Architecting of learning organizations: The IS practitioners' 

challenge in systems thinking. Information Systems Education Journal (ISSN: 

1545-679x), Volume 1, Number 26, December (http://isedj.org/1/26/). 

 

 The ISECON conference is the flagship conference organized by the 

Educat ion Special Interest Group (EDSIG) under the AITP 

Foundat ion for Informat ion Technology Educat ion. It is the premier 

conference for informat ion systems education, with an acceptance 

rate close to 45%, dealing with different issues closely related to my 

work in software engineering educat ion, and the 2005 conference 

(ISECON2005) was the twenty-second conference on the road. The 

internat ional refereed journal “Information Systems Educat ion 

Journal (ISEDJ)” is published online by EDSIG.  

 

CCSC 

http://isedj.org/isecon/2002/244b/index.html
http://isedj.org/isecon/2001/09a/index.html
http://isedj.org/3/2/
http://isedj.org/1/26/
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● Vat, K.H.(2001). Web-based asynchronous support for collaborative learning. 

Journal of Computing in Small Colleges (official publication of Consortium for 

Computing in Small Colleges, CCSC), Volume 17, Number 2, December, pp. 

310-328 (Available from http://portal.acm.org/dl.cfm: Search "JCSC, Vol. 17, No. 

2"). 

 

 The Journal of Computing in Small Colleges (now renamed The 

Journal of Computing Science in Colleges) is the flagship journal 

produced by the Consortium for Computing in Small Colleges (now 

renamed Consortium of Computing Science in Colleges). It is a 

journal dealing with the topics of educat ional concerns  in Colleges,  

especially those related to informat ion technology, such as 

technology-enhanced learning.  

 

IADIS 

● Vat, K.H. (2004). Toward a learning organization model for student 

empowerment: A teacher-designer's experience as a coach by the Side. Presented 

and published in the Proceedings of the 2004 IADIS International Conference on 

Cognition and Exploratory Learning in Digital Age (CELDA2004), Dec. 15-17, 

Lisbon, Portugal, pp.131-140. 

 

The CELDA is an annual internat ional conference held by IADIS. It is  

a conference devoted to discussing the various issues of cognit ion and 

exploratory learning behind the educat ion of informat ion technology, 

informat ion systems, computers science, and software engineering. 

http://portal.acm.org/dl.cfm
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The acceptance rate was set to 35% in the confere nce where my paper 

was published.  

 

IEEE 

● Vat, K.H. (2004). Conceiving a learning organization model for sustainable 

development: The IS manager's perspective based on soft systems methodology. 

Presented and published in the Proceedings of the IEEE International 

Engineering Management Conference 2004 (IEMC2004), Oct. 18-21, Singapore, 

pp. 500-504. 

 

This conference was organized by the IEEE Engineering Management  

Society (EMS), the IEE Management Professional Network, and the 

IEEE EMS Singapore Chapter. 

 

IIIS 

● Vat, K.H. (2004). Conceiving scenario-based IS support for knowledge synthesis: 

The organization architect's design challenge in systems thinking. Presented and 

published in the Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on 

Information Systems Analysis and Synthesis (ISAS2004), Orlando, Florida, USA, 

July 21-25, pp.101-106. 

● Vat, K.H. (2004). On the idea of soft systems methodology for IS development: 

A perspective based on purposeful action. Presented and published in the 

Proceedings of the International Conference on Computing, Communications 

and Control Technologies (CCCT2004), August 14-17, Austin, Texas, USA, pp. 

227-232. 
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● Vat, K.H. (2002). Engineering component-based knowledge applications for 

e-learning organizations: The software architects' challenge in organizational 

transformation. Presented and published in Proceedings of the Sixth World 

Multi-Conference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics (SCI2002), in 

Orlando, Florida, USA, July 14-18, Vol. 1, pp.262-267. 

 

 These are internat ional conferences, sponsored by IIIS, with a 

relat ively high acceptance rate, close to 50%. The ISAS conference is 

quite organized with a dedicated focus in informat ion systems 

analysis and synthesis, which is quite consistent with my ongoing 

research. Yet, the quality of the CCCT and SCI conferences are mixed 

with a large number of tracks intended to attract a large crowd. My 

papers published in those conferences could stand by themselves 

anyway.  

 

IRMA 

● Vat, K.H. (2005). Developing a learning organization model for problem-based 

learning: The emergent lesson of education from the IT trenches. Journal of 

Cases on Information Technology (ISSN 1548-7717), 8 (2):82-109. 

● Vat, K.H. (2003). A context-based organization modeling for e-learning 

initiatives. Proceedings of the 2003 Information Resources Management 

Association International Conference (IRMA2003), May 18-21, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, USA, Vol.2, pp. 651-652. 

● Vat, K.H. (2002). Conceiving service-based architecture and process for quality 

software education. Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 2002 
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Information Resources Management Association International Conference 

(IRMA2002), May 19-22, Seattle, Washington, USA, Vol.1, pp. 817-820. 

 

 The Internat ional Conference on Information Resources  Management  

is the premier conference of IRMA held annually to attract scholars 

and researchers around the world to discuss issues related to 

management of informat ion resources, including the educat ion of 

informat ion systems, informat ion technology, and software 

development. The acceptance rate is found to be close to 60%. The 

Journal of Cases on Information Technology is an important 

publicat ion of IRMA, detailing cases of IT applicat ions and their 

development. Acceptance in this Journal must have the feedback of 

three reviewers, plus the recommendat ion from the Associate Editor. 

It is quite a prest igious journal in the field.  

 

ISI 

● Vat, K.H. (2005). Modeling human activity systems for collaborative project 

work: An IS development perspective. Journal of Issues in Informing Science 

and Information Technology (ISSN: 1547-5859 CD Version), Volume 2, June, pp. 

49-65 (http://2005papers.iisit.org/I05f65Vat.pdf). 

● Vat, K.H. (2004). On the idea of organization transformation: The IS/IT design 

challenge in systems thinking. Journal of Issues in Informing Science and 

Information Technology (ISSN: 1547-5859 CD Version), Volume 1, June, pp. 

0941-0950 (http://articles.iisit.org/120vat.pdf). 

● Vat, K.H. (2003). Toward an actionable framework of knowledge synthesis in the 

http://2005papers.iisit.org/I05f65Vat.pdf
http://articles.iisit.org/120vat.pdf
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pursuit of learning organization, Presented and published in the CD-Proceedings 

of the 2003 Informing Science + IT Education Conference (InSITE2003), in Pori, 

Finland, Jun. 24-27, pp.1085-1100. 

● Vat, K.H. (2002). Teaching architectural approach to quality software 

development through problem-based learning. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the 2002 Informing Science + IT Education Conference 

(InSITE2002), in Cork, Ireland, Jun. 19-21. 

 

The InSITE conference is an annual internat ional conference 

organized by the Informing Science Inst itute (ISI). It deals with the 

areas of informat ion technology educat ion and the specific issues of 

informing clients. It is applicable to the context of my act ion 

research in educat ing mature software developers because so many  

projects fail because of the inability to have good communicat ions 

with clients. The acceptance rate of InSITE is consistent ly set close 

to 40%. The internat ional refereed journal “Journal of Issues in 

Informing Science and Information Technology” is published by ISI. 

Papers of high quality from InSITE are to be published in this journal 

after crit ical revision.  

 

NAISO 

● Vat, K.H. (2002). Developing e-learning architectures for communities of 

practice: A knowledge perspective. Presented and published in the 

CD-Proceedings of the 2002 World Conference on Networked Learning in a 

Global Environment: Challenges and Solutions for Virtual Education (NL2002), 
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May 1-4, Berlin, Germany. 

 

This conference was an internat ional NAISO congress on networked 

learning, held at the Technical University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany. 

The conference was of high quality, especially from the pape rs presented 

and published along the theme of challenges and solut ions for virtual 

educat ion, and my paper was included in the CD-Proceedings as a Short 

Paper. The acceptance rate for NL2002 was close to 50%.  

 

UNIVERSITY-AS-SPONSOR CONFERENCES 

 

● Siam University, Bangkok, Thailand 

Vat, K.H. (2004). Putting the university online: A learning organization model 

for electronic transformation. Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 

3rd International Conference on ICT and Higher Education (e-University 2004), 

Aug. 31 - Sep. 2, Bangkok, Thailand, pp.135-148. 

● McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Developing component-based e-commerce applications for 

learning organizations: An inter-enterprise architectural response to 

organizational transformation. Presented and published in CD-Proceedings of 

the Third World Congress on the Management of Electronic Commerce, Jan. 

16-18, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 

● Tsinghua University, Beijing, China 

 Vat, K.H. (2002). Virtual organizing as a strategic learning approach to 
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organization transformation. Presented and published in the Proceedings of the 

2002 International Conference on Systems, Development and Self-Organization 

(ICSDS2002), Nov. 30 - Dec. 1, Beijing, China, pp. 134-139. 

● South China Normal University, Guangzhou, China 

 Vat, K.H. (2001). REAL: Towards a WWW-enabled course support environment 

for active learning. Presented in the International Conference on Learning and 

Teaching Online (LTOL2001), Jan. 10-12, Guangzhou, China (Paper No. 291). 

● Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

 Vat, K.H. (2000). Designing Web information systems for Internet commerce 

through the virtual organization model. Presented and published in Proceedings 

of the 2000 International Software Development and Management Conference 

(ISD&M2000), Dec. 14-15, Hong Kong, pp.193-206. 

● Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester, England 

 Vat, K.H. (2000). Designing knowledge infrastructure for virtual enterprises in 

organizational learning. Presented and published in Proceedings of the Tenth 

Annual Business Information Technology Conference (BIT 2000), Nov. 1-2, 

Manchester, England, (CD-ROM Paper No. 45). 

 

IDEA Group Inc., 

 

● IRM Press 

 Vat, K.H. (2003). Conceiving architectural aspects for quality software education 

through the constructivist perspective. In Tanya McGill (Ed.), Current Issues in 

IT Education (ISBN 1-931777-53-5), IRM Press (Idea Group Inc.): Hershey, 

USA, pp.98-116. 
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communicate to the audience my current understanding of what it  means 

to do learning-centered educat ion, especially in the undergraduate 

software engineering curriculum amidst the challenge of the twenty-first  

century. I am conscious of my own limitations in present ing my views, 

and I very much welcome your feedback a fter your thoughtful reading of 

the material contained herewith. As a closing, please allow me to share 

some thought of knowledge contribut ion in this final sect ion of the 

chapter. 

 

● Knowledge as a possession 

 Through formal educat ion, I have been deeply influenced by this 

knowledge-as-possession approach, which refers to knowledge as an 

important resource of any organizat ion. This thinking may be traced 

to the philosophy of modernism (also called posit ivism-empiricism) 

(Cooper & Burrell, 1988; Reed, 1993). As a philosophy of scient ific 

enquiry, modernism emphasizes the role of observat ion, measurement,  

and testing in science. It depicts the whole world as a set of tangible,  

physical things. Indeed, the world is analogous to a huge set of 

building blocks of different shapes, colors, and sizes. Each type of 

block represents some aspect of the world, from atoms to animals.  

Careful observat ion of the world will enable the researcher to gain 

knowledge of what is in the world. Knowledge is gained by observing 

the different elements as well as their interconnect ions to each other. 

The sort of knowledge that people want to acquire is knowledge about 

what the world consists of, what the different things are that exist in 
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the world, how the world works, and how the different components 

are interrelated. Meanwhile, once a person has acquired knowledge, 

he or she possesses a representat ion of part of the world, a sort of 

blueprint, which can then be passed on to others. That knowledge, 

which is depicted as an ent ity, can be stored, expanded, and 

distributed. Once people have knowledge, they have an understanding 

of how the world works and can predict what will happen. People who 

possess knowledge have the power to control what will happen in the 

world, and therefore, to change the way the world works in order to 

attain goals ident ified as necessary or desirable or in order to correct 

problems or deficiencies in the way things work. That is the 

foundat ion on which our tradit ional engineering educat ion is rooted; 

namely, before we could take effect ive act ion, we must have an 

accurate model of the world, which we gain by acquiring knowledge. 

Consequent ly, our teaching is organized as a cont inuing presentat ion 

of important facts, procedures, methods, and models, transferring to  

our students a subset of the body of knowledge const ituting the 

discipline. Our curricula are specificat ions of these presentations. Our 

research programs are a search for new facts, laws, and models that 

might one day be manifested in our curricula.  

 

● Knowledge as participative knowing 

 At the beginning of the 21st Century, our tradit ional understanding of 

a university as a campus where a faculty of scholarly experts have 

gathered, where libraries, laboratories, and other shared physical 
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facilit ies have been established, and where students seclude 

themselves for several years in order to prepare themselves for 

adulthood in civilizat ion and part icipat ion in a profession, may have 

to be adjusted. Libraries are going digital and are becoming accessible 

by network: powerful computers and inst ruments can be accessed 

remotely. The campus is no longer an exclusive domain of access to 

knowledge. It has been observed that students do not want to prolong 

their stays on campus. Though they st ill see the diploma as an  

important credent ial to a better job, they believe that to be more 

valuable to employers, they need less theory and more pract ice. The 

number who work part-time and take courses part -time is increasing. 

What does that mean for the university? What can we,  

teacher-researchers, do about it? In the universit ies, we regard 

research as a formal process of generating new knowledge for 

accret ion to the human store of knowledge. We consider research to 

be the first step in a linear pipeline that  transfers new idea s into 

products, say, the educat ion of our students transforming them into 

professionals in their selected domains. It is my belief that the flow 

through the pipeline, though a slow and rigorous process, must 

accommodate the social nature of knowing which leads to questions 

about organizat ions as social groups and about what organizat ions 

know and how people use knowledge. Such quest ions require us to 

consider the not ion of knowledge creat ion much more thoughtfully,  

including what knowledge is and how it is  used in everyday life.  

Scholars like Polanyi (1973), Schutz (1972) and Gadamer (1975), 
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have expressed their ideas from a tradit ion of Western intellectual 

thought referred to as “interpret ive understanding,” which associates 

knowledge with the way people understand or see things; namely, 

with the way they interpret their circumstances. Compared with the 

modernist view of knowledge as a thing that can be possessed in the 

form of “facts about the world,” the interpretive tradit ion relates 

knowledge to peoples‟ understanding. Understanding is considered as 

interpretat ion, and interpretation as a social process in which people 

come to make sense of things in the context of their relat ionships with 

other people and against the background of the diverse meanings that 

are given to things by groups with different languages and varied 

cultures (Addleson, 1995). Since knowing, as interpretation, relies on 

meanings that people give to things, in part icular social circumstances,  

this view of knowledge is also called soc ial constructionism (Berger 

& Luckman, 1967; Mangan, 1987). Through social constructionism, 

instead of regarding knowledge as something derived from the world, 

the world is a reflect ion of how social groups have learned to see it. 

The world is the meaning people give to things. Knowing is to 

understand those meanings and making sense of the world in order to 

make one‟s way in life. It is in th is context of social construct ionism 

that my ideas of student learning are born that we need to teach 

students how to make connect ions (Addleson, 2000) between 

organizing to learn and organizing to know.  In the process, the 

teacher-researcher will constant ly be making decisions regarding the 

goals to be achieved and the resources needed, and reflect ing on 
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whether or not  the goals were met.  
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